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HM Gunboat William (1795)
The term gunboat was literally applied to any boat carrying one or more guns, the term being rather broad and the usual
connotation has changed over the years.
For the period in question, the age of sail, a gunboat was commonly a small vessel carrying one single cannon in the bow. A
gunboat could carry one or two masts or be oar powered only, the single mast version of about 50ft was the most typical. Some
types of gunboat would carry two or three guns, or else have a number of swivel guns mounted on the raised cappings.
The advantages of a gunboat were that since only one single cannon would commonly be carried, that cannon could be quite
heavy. The boat was highly manoeuvrable in shallow or restricted waters, where sailing was difficult for larger ships. Although
a single broadside from a frigate could demolish a gunboat, a frigate facing half a dozen gunboats in an estuary would likely be
seriously damaged before it could sink all of them.
Another advantage was that gunboats were quick and easy to build.

Purchased by the Royal Navy in 1795, William, under the direction of Sir Sidney Smith, was fitted as a hoy rigged gunboat at
Plymouth Yard.
As fitted, William was armed with 1x24pdr cannon, 2x12pdr carronades and a compliment of 25 men.
Of special interest is the innovative design of an early form of turret mounting for the 24pdr cannon. The cannon and carriage
were mounted onto a bed which in turn sat on a bearing race made up of cannon balls, allowing the whole assembly to rotate
on the flat (camber less) forecastle.
Although capable of sail, with a fore-and-aft style hoy rig, William would have been more commonly rowed. This is further
illustrated not only by the evidence of rowlocksu and oars but by the way the mast is mounted on a pivot allowing it to be
lowered down to deck, extending aft, guided by the fore-and-aftu mast carlings. The mast would have been lowered in this
manner in order to lower the centre of gravity and reduce resistance making the boat far more manoeuvrable by oar power.
Built for anti-invasion duties, William was manned by 25 men. These men would usually be members of the 'Sea Fencible', the
maritime equivalent of the Militia and volunteers.
Although unclear, William is believed to have been wrecked in Guernsey Roads on 4th November 1801.
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Getting started
William is an exact scale model designed using original Admiralty plans. All fittings, masts and rigging have been researched
using contemporary sources and the most up to date reference material available.
Although the kit is as prefabricated as we can make it, basic woodworking skills are required. Estimated build time is between
4 & 6 months of evening work, so a work space will have to be put aside for the build. Do not remove parts from the CNC cut
sheets until actually required.
Carefully study the plans in conjunction with the instructions until you are confident to tackle each stage of construction.
Patience is the keyword when building any model; treat each stage as a separate project and the overall effect of the completed
subject will be enhanced.

Recommended Tool List
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Craft knife
A selection of needle files
Razor saw
Small wood plane
Pin vice / Archimedes drill or small electric drill (the latter is the more recommended item)
Selection of drill bitts from 0.5mm to 3mm
Selection of abrasive paper and sanding block
Selection of good quality paint brushes
Long nose pliers and wire cutters/snips
Good quality tweezers
Dividers or compass
Steel rule (300mm)
Clothes pegs or crocodile clips
Tee-Square
Good quality pencil or Edding pen
Masking tape
Good quality sharp pair of small scissors

Paints, stains and adhesives
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

White PVA wood glue
Walnut wood dye/stain (for masts & booms)
Cyanoacrylate (super glue) thick and medium viscosity (Admiralty Glues, Thick (AG9103) & Medium (AG9102))
Walnut wood filler
White spirit
Matt polyurethane varnish (not satin or gloss)
Black paint for ‘woodwork’ (Admiralty Paints: Dull Black, AP9105)
Black paint for ‘ironwork’ (Admiralty Paints: Matt (Metal) Black, AP9106)
White paint, for the oar shafts (Admiralty Paints: Dull White, AP9110)
White paint, for white wash effect (Admiralty Paints: Matt White, AP9111)
Red ochre paint (Admiralty Paints: Red Ochre, AP9116)
Brown (wood/leather) paint (Admiralty Paints: Wood (Walnut) Brown, AP9119)
Gold/Brass paint, for monkeys (Admiralty Paints: Gold/Brass, AP9125)
Copper paint, for oar tips (Admiralty Paints: Copper, AP9126)

We highly recommend the use of Admiralty Paints; this is a new brand of paint which contains a specific range for 17th / 18th
/ 19th Century Man of War colours. This range of scale paints has been colour matched to the Admiralty colours, as still used
on HMS Victory in Portsmouth. Unlike other manufacturers, these are not toy paints and have been designed specifically for
use on model ships to give consistent coverage and colour. In order to achieve this, they may contain lead / lead chromate and
as such should not be used on children’s toys or surfaces that may be chewed.
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Before You Begin
Before you start building this model a little forethought now will be well worth the time given to it throughout the building
process.
Although the majority of suggestions will be second nature to the more experienced modeller, this kit and others in the series,
can be built by the less experienced, given sufficient information.
The instructions and parts manual has been compiled to give as much information as practicable together with additional
diagrams, photos and a complete set of actual scale technical plans.
Wherever possible we have tried to explain technical terms, in particular nautical terminology, but it pays to have a good
selection of reference books to hand. Any defined terms, to be found in the back of manual 2, are denoted with an asterisk like
thisu at their first usage within the manual.
At a scale of 1:32, the model has an overall size of 760mm (L) x 200mm (W) x 605mm (H) and you should consider this when
setting aside a work area for the build. You will also need regular access to both sides of the model, especially when rigging
and you will therefore need an area large enough to walk around the model or large enough to easily turn the model through
180 degrees without risking damage. Also ensure the cords for any power tools will not interfere with the model.
A 5mm ply stand is provided with the kit. This will primarily be used to support the hull during the build process. Ideally this
stand should be secured to an adequate baseboard. Upon completion, the model can be placed on a display stand of your
choice.
During the build it will be necessary to sand down large areas, after the first and second planking and at other stages, it is
therefore advisable to work in a well ventilated area and / or wear appropriate protection. The same applies when using paints,
stains, glues, fillers etc. Good lighting is also essential to the model maker.
The structural parts of the model are cut from high quality birch plywood; the remaining wood parts are cut from high quality
walnut ply and solid walnut sheet.
Take particular care when removing parts with a craft knife and ensure all parts are identified and marked with pencil before
removal. Lay the sheet from which you are going to cut the parts on a rigid flat cutting board for removal. Use a heavy-duty
craft knife with a good strong blade to cut through the tabs holding the parts in place. It will also be an advantage to paint the
brass etched fittings prior to removal from the sheet; they can then be touched up again when in place. Alternatively, when
cutting brass or copper parts, a good pair of stout scissors will suffice.
Before each stage of construction, study both the manual and the plans until you are confident in the task ahead.
The majority of the model will be painted during various stages of the build. It is important to think ahead to the next stage in
the construction process and paint the various parts at a convenient time, usually before securing on the model. It is often a
good idea to paint parts for the next stage and while they are drying you can be working on the current stage. Any exposed
woodwork that is to remain unpainted should be coated with matt polyurethane varnish (not satin or gloss), to seal the wood.
Wherever possible, offer the parts together in a ‘dry’ fit before final assembly.

Before Planking the Hull: A Note
In order that the final width of the planked hull will match the width of the stern post, some sanding will be required prior to
both first and second planking.
Before the first planking is applied as described on pages 5 & 6:
1.
2.
3.

Using Plan Sheet 1 for reference, mark the bearding line onto the keel (Photo 001).
Gently sand the shaded area, towards the stern, until you have a taper that runs from 5mm wide at the bearding line to
2mm wide at the stern.
Continue as instructed with the first planking and upon completion the width at the stern will be 5mm.

Before the second planking is applied as described on page 7:
1.
2.
3.

Note the bearding line onto the first planking, again using Plan Sheet 1 for reference.
Gently sand the shaded area, towards the stern, until you have a taper from the bearding line to 3mm wide at the stern.
Continue as instructed with the second planking and upon completion the width at the stern will again be 5mm, and
therefore run flush to the stern post when fitted.

Note: The bearding line as shown on Plan Sheet 1 only extends approximately half way up the after edge of the keel; above
this point no tapering is required as the upper planks will naturally run into the stern post. The ends of these upper planks
should be cut at an appropriate angle to be ‘feathered’ into the stern post.
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Initial Hull Construction
Remove the main keel (11) from the 5mm ply sheet together with the 5mm walnut pieces, the false keel (26), the stem (25) and
the stern post (27).
Although the stern post should be identified and removed, it should not be glued into position until a later stage re: the keel and
hull reduction from the bearding line to the stern post.
Referring to Plan Sheet 1, ‘Hull Assembly Basics’, Glue the stem and the false keel into position along the ply keel using
PVA wood glue, it is important that this whole structure remains perfectly flat, straight and in line whilst drying, tape and or
small clamps can be used to assist.
A suitable building board should be considered at this point. Construct the board from MDF or similar sturdy material. The
board should be long enough and wide enough to protect the hull throughout construction. Consideration should also be given
to the way in which the model will be displayed; it is recommended that using a 3mm drill, drill two holes vertically and
centrally up into the keel, one midway between bulkheads 4 and 5 and one midway between bulkheads 7 and 8. Drill each of
these holes approximately 30mm deep and glue a piece of 5mm scrap wood to either side of the keel, at the hole, but
positioned approximately 5mm from the bottom of the ply keel so as not to interfere with the planking. Upon completion of the
model, two brass or stainless steel rods can be used to support it on your chosen display board.
Identify and remove, from the 5mm ply sheet, bulkheads 1 to 9 (1 – 9). Clean out any debris from the slots of the bulkheads
and keel, and push fit the bulkheads into position, using Plan Sheet 1, ‘Hull Assembly Basics’ for reference, making sure that
they sit firmly and squarely into the keel. Several of the bulkheads have been designed so as to offer support during
construction by their central panels which will be removed later during the deck fitting stages. Care should be exercised whilst
handling bulkheads 2 and 3 so as not to push their centres out by accident, the centres of bulkheads 4 – 7 are much more sturdy
but care should still be taken.
Once you are happy with the fit of the bulkheads, they can be glued into position, ensuring that they remain level athwartshipsu
and at right angles to the keel, (Photo 001 shows the completed keel and bulkhead assembly, however, bulkhead 10 is also
shown fitted in the picture purely to illustrate the location of the bearding line).
Note: It is of vital importance that all bulkheads must be at right angles to the keel and remain equidistant to each other. If this
is not achieved at this stage, it will be impossible to achieve correct fitting of the bunk construction stage later, when
rectification will be virtually impossible. It is recommended therefore that you refer to the bunk construction on page 14 to
familiarise yourself with this necessary precaution.
Note: During this construction stage, great care should be taken having regard to the narrow keel section at bulkhead 1.
Unnecessary forces could cause damage at this position even with the support of the plank termination patterns that will be
fitted shortly.
This entire structure should now be put to one side and allowed to dry thoroughly.
Photo 002

Photo 001

Identify and remove bulkhead 10 (10) and the stern extension lower cross member (14) from the 5mm ply sheet. Remove the
stern extension upper cross member (30) and both the inner and outer stern extensions (28 & 29) from the 5mm walnut sheet.
This stage of construction is best built with bulkhead 10 laid on a flat surface, dry fitting all component parts before gluing
together. The stern extensions are positioned into the slots across the top camber of bulkhead 10 and the cross members across
the slots in the after faces of the stern extensions. Both cross members (14 & 30) are designed with a slight convex shape
which should be maintained, during construction, a slight camber, across the stern extensions, will also be introduced into each
cross member as shown on Plan Sheet 1, ‘Stern Extension Cross Members’. This whole assembly should remain square with
all stern extensions remaining parallel to each other and the keel, running fore-and-aftu.
Once dry, this bulkhead 10 assembly can be glued into position in the keel. Again, the bulkhead should remain level
athwartships and at right angles to the keel and parallel to the other bulkheads.
Page 4
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Identify from the 5mm ply sheet, the foremost and aftermost bow plank termination patterns (12 & 13). These patterns should
be glued into position as shown on Plan Sheet 1, ‘Hull Assembly Basics’ (Photo 002), noting that the grooves in the foremost
bow plank termination patterns should face outboardu (Photo 009). It is also important that any excess glue does not bond the
foremost bow plank termination patterns to the walnut stem above the position of the grooves as the area of the termination
patterns above these grooves will be removed upon completion of the planking, exposing the stem which must remain clean.
Identify and remove the temporary forward and after supports (18 & 19). These should be glued into position sparingly as they
are to be removed at a later stage. The forward support is fitted against the forward face of bulkhead 2, and also seated flush
against the top of the keel.
Note: It is important that this support is not glued to the deck support beam of bulkhead 2; it should only be glued to the
central support material.
The after support is fitted against the forward face of bulkhead 9 and slotted over the keel.
These supports are provided in order to protect the walnut stem and stern extensions when the model is upturned during the
planking stages.

First Planking
Having tapered the keel from the bearding line aft as previously instructed on page 3, the first planking, of 1.5x5mm lime, can
be started. Before the first planking begins, some bevelling of the bulkheads, together with the plank termination patterns, will
be required. Using a length of 1.5x5mm lime strip, lay it along the edges of the bulkheads, forming it around the shape of the
hull. You should clearly be able to see where the bevelling is required to allow the strip to sit flush against each bulkhead.
As a guide, it will be necessary to bevel:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The forward and lower edges of bulkheads 1 & 2. This is also true for bulkhead 3 but to a lesser extent.
The after lower edges of bulkhead 8 & 9.
The lower edges of bulkhead 10 which will require quite severe bevelling.
As shown on Plan Sheet 1, ‘Planking at the Transom’, the first planking travels over the stern extension lower
cross member (5mm ply) and will butt up against the underside of the stern extension upper cross member (5mm
walnut) such that the outer surface is flush with the after face of this upper cross member. Therefore, it will be
necessary to bevel the stern extension lower cross member accordingly (Photo 004).
Photo 003

Photo 004

Photo 005

Photo 006
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The first 1.5x5mm lime plank to be laid to each side of the carcass will run from the bow and the uppermost edge must lie
3mm above the walnut stem at this point, Plan Sheet 1, ‘Laying of the First Plank’ (Photo 003).
Note: This is 3mm above the walnut stem, not the 5mm ply termination pattern (Photo 003).
The plank will run the entire length of the hull and the uppermost edge should be 5mm below the top of the bulkhead stubs
between bulkheads 4 – 9. From bulkhead 4 to the stem, the plank should be allowed to follow its natural course so that it
terminates 3mm above the walnut stem as previously stated.
At the stern, the uppermost edge of this plank must be positioned directly below the bottom edge of the walnut stern extension
upper cross member, as with the bows, the plank should be allowed to follow its natural course between bulkhead 9 and this
datum point. This plank should also run 4 or 5mm past the stern extension cross members as per point 5 below.
The remainder of the first layer of planking below this first plank is also from 1.5x5mm lime and will run the whole length of
the hull bearing in mind the following points:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Ensure all bulkhead bevelling has been achieved.
The planking will commence from the underside of the first plank down to the keel, each plank should be pinned
and glued into position with PVA wood glue. As the plywood bulkheads are very strong, it is recommended that
0.5mm holes be drilled into the bulkheads before the insertion of the pins (169). When pushing the brass pins into
the planks and bulkheads, leave at least 3mm protruding so that they can be easily removed once the planks are
secure.
Before pinning and gluing the lime planking into position, it should be soaked in water for a short period. This
will assist in both the shaping of the plank around the hull and the tapering of the plank.
At the bows, the planking should lie against the already bevelled plank termination patterns and butt up against
the stem.
At the stern, the first four lime planks (including the first plank laid) should extend 4 or 5mm beyond the stern
extension cross members.
The fifth plank should run its natural course, over the stern extension lower cross member and butt up against the
underside of the stern extension upper cross member as previously stated (Photo 004). You may find it of benefit
to glue some scrap material to the after lower face of bulkhead 10 to increase the surface area for gluing the
planking to.
The small resulting triangular area that is not planked (Photo 004), at the transom between the fourth and fifth
planks laid, should be in-filled with 1.5x5mm lime strips cut to fit.
With this area filled, the first four planks can be trimmed back flush to the planking that runs up under the stern
extension upper cross member so that their edges are concealed.
The planking can now continue down the carcass to the false keel.

The final plank of the first planking to be laid is again 1.5x5mm lime. This plank should be glued into position above the first
plank laid, butting up against it. The final result will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.

At the bow, the uppermost edge of this final plank will be 8mm above the walnut stem (Photo 005).
At the stern, the uppermost edge of this final plank will be flush with the top face of the walnut stern extension
upper cross member (Photo 004).
Travelling fore-and-aft, the uppermost edge of this final plank should run level with the top of the bulkhead stubs
between bulkheads 4 – 9, it is important that the uppermost edge does not fall below the top of any of the
bulkhead stubs. The uppermost edge from bulkhead 4 to the bow will run above the top of the bulkhead stubs as
determined by the natural run of the first plank laid.

Note: For best results, all planks should be allowed to lie naturally, do not try to artificially bend them with nippers / plank
benders, or force them into position. As you start down to the curved side of the bow, the planks will need to be tapered to
follow their natural run. In order to determine the amount of taper required for each plank to lie naturally, lay the plank from
the 4th bulkhead around to the bow; mark the excess area of the plank that overlaps the plank immediately above it. Repeat this
process for the stern also.
Before cutting the taper into the planks, soak them in warm water for an hour or so as this will minimise the chance of the
knife blade following the grain of the wood rather than the edge of the steel rule.
Lay the first wet plank to be tapered on a clean, flat surface (a cutting mat is ideal). Press firmly with a steel rule onto the
marked taper line on the plank and score down the line with a heavy-duty craft knife several times until the excess is cut off
(do not attempt to cut the plank in one pass!).
Use this planking method right down the hull. When planking is almost complete you will notice triangular shaped gaps at the
stern (and bow to a lesser degree). This was also the case in full size practise, although not so simplified. The use of triangular
shaped planks, called stealersu, are needed for these gaps. Cut these to shape using the excess limewood from the ends of the
planking and glue them into the gaps (Photo 004).
Apply a coat of watered down PVA wood glue to the inside surface of the first planking and leave the hull to fully cure for at
least 24 hours.
The next stage is to sand the hull with a coarse grade abrasive paper, followed by a medium grade. This will obviously entail a
few hours work but it will form the basis for the second planking, remember to remove all pins before sanding begins.
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The building cradle (21 – 23) can now be constructed; ideally this should be squarely and firmly secured to a building board of
your choice.
When the hull has fully dried the top edge (of the final plank laid) should be trimmed back flush to the bulkhead stubs and so
that it sits 4mm above the walnut stem as shown on Plan Sheet 1, ‘Planking of the Wale’. It is advisable to measure the point
4mm above the walnut stem and then draw a pencil line onto the planking from this point, running aft, flush to the top of the
bulkhead stubs and then gradually sanding back to this line (Photo 006).

Second Planking
The second planking is laid using 1x7mm walnut, as always the planking should be soaked for a short period before required.
The gluing of the second planking differs from the first as the whole under surface of the walnut strip is glued to the surface of
the first planking as well as edge to edge. Also, the best glue to use for the second planking is medium super glue. This is to
avoid the use of pins, eliminating pinholes that would have to be filled prior to finishing. Super glue will stick the planks as
well, if not better than, PVA wood glue. Around the bow area, where the walnut strip has been soaked in water, take extra care
– wet wood and super glue will bond more or less instantly! Great care is needed to attain as neat a finish as possible to
minimise the need for filling.
Before progressing, taper the first planking from the bearding line aft as previously instructed on page 3, it is advisable to offer
the stern post into position during this stage and continually check that the width of the after face of the keel will run flush to
the outer faces of the stern post with the 1x7mm second planking applied.
The first plank to be laid either side, for the second planking, is of 1x7mm walnut strip. The plank should follow the line of the
top of the hull side at its present shape and is as follows:
1.
2.
3.

At the bow, the uppermost edge of the walnut plank should be 4mm above the walnut stem.
Allow the walnut strip to follow the run of the upper edge of the first planking running fore-and-aft (flush to the
top of the bulkhead stubs).
At the stern, the uppermost edge of the walnut plank should be level with the top of the stern extension upper
cross member. This is vitally important to allow correct alignment of the cappings at a later stage.

In a similar manner to the first planking, the first three planks of the second planking should extend 4 or 5mm beyond the stern
extension cross members.
Referring to Plan Sheet 1, ‘Planking at the Transom’, the fourth plank should be allowed to run its natural course, over both
the stern extension lower cross member and the stern extension upper cross member and be trimmed flush to the topside of the
stern extension upper cross member.
Note: The second planking runs over the stern extension upper cross member, it does not terminate at its underside as the first
planking.
As with the first planking, the resulting triangular gap should be in filled, this time with walnut strip, and the first three planks
trimmed back flush (Photo 007).
Work down the hull, planking alternate sides as you progress. The same principles as applied to the first planking will also
apply to the second planking. Upon completion, the stern post should be glued into position. The stern post will sit down flush
onto the false keel and the top edge of the stern post should be flush with the top face of the stern extension upper cross
member, any sanding required to achieve this should be applied to the upper end, do not remove any material from the lower
end.
Note: The keel should be sufficiently cleared to allow the stern post to sit flush up against it along the entire length, there
should be no gaps between the stern post and the after face of the ply keel.
The hull should now be left to fully cure before final sanding.
Photo 007

Photo 008
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The Waleu
The waleu is constructed from:
Top plank is 0.5x7mm walnut strip.
Bottom plank is 1x10mm walnut strip.
Mark a position onto the hull 5mm down, fore-and-aft, from the top edge. This line denotes the uppermost edge of the top
plank of the wale, 0.5x7mm, and should be fixed in place. As before, the plank should first be soaked in water and care
exercised while securing with cyano, it will butt flush against the stem at the bows and be trimmed flush at the stern.
The bottom plank, 1x10mm walnut, should be glued flush against the underside of the upper plank. A small amount of material
may need to be removed from the top leading edge of this second plank to compensate for any overlap of the top plank above,
this is the same process as applied to the tapering of the hull planking. As with the top plank, the bottom plank will butt flush
against the stem at the bows and be trimmed flush at the stern (Photo 007).
Once the wale planks have been glued into position, they should be sanded smooth. Extra care should be taken during sanding
so that the difference in thickness of the top and bottom plank, 0.5mm, is maintained (Photo 008). Any filling required should
be made and the entire outer hull should be coated with one or two coats of matt polyurethane varnish to seal, before painting
the entire wale dull black.

The Waterlineu
The waterlineu should now be marked onto the hull. As can be seen from Plan Sheet 1, ‘Marking of the Waterline’, the
waterline would appear to be non-conforming, but it shows that this position has been built into the design of the William to
allow excellent freeboardu at the forward gun position. Below the waterline, as our research has shown, would have been
covered with ‘brown stuff’u, therefore the hull below the waterline should be painted wood (walnut) brown.
In order to assist in the marking of the waterline, a small waterline jig (20) has been designed. The two holes drilled into the
keel for the stand supporting rods should also be used during the following procedure.
Using a sufficiently large and flat surface, mdf / chipboard or similar, drill two holes the same distance apart as those in the
keel and the same diameter as the supporting rods into this surface. The after rod should allow the hull to rest on the flat
surface; the foremost rod will have to be longer to allow the keel to rise off the surface.
Identify and remove the waterline jig (20) from the 5mm ply sheet and clear the slot of any debris so that it will fit around the
false keel. Referring to Plan Sheet 1, ‘Marking of the Waterline’, the jig should be positioned at a point 405mm from the after
edge of the false keel, this will raise the bows, at this position, 31mm off the flat surface. Throughout this procedure the
aftermost point of the false keel should remain in contact with the flat surface, forming the pivot point, it is not raised.
The hull should be adequately supported using small blocks, and must be able to support the hull so that the prow and the stern
post are perpendicular to the base board throughout the procedure, i.e. the hull should remain perfectly upright.
Using a vernier gauge or similar device (wooden block etc.), set the gauge so that the pencil held by the device is 65mm above
the flat surface. Drag the device around the hull, marking out the waterline as you progress. The waterline should be equal both
sides, if the hull is held correctly with the keel remaining perpendicular to the base, it will be.
Using masking tape, mask off the area above this line and paint the area below wood (walnut) brown.

Inboardu Preparation
Read this section before commencing to ensure that you are fully conversant with the process involved.
For stability and strength during the first and second planking stages, bulkheads 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have been fitted with
internal bulkhead support material.
Bulkheads 4, 5, 6 and 7 will only have short deck support beams once this support material has been removed, the inner end of
these short supports is denoted by a ‘notch’. Using a razor saw, cut down through this notch, to the slot beneath at a 45 degree
angle as shown on Plan Sheet 1, ‘Hull Assembly Basics’, and remove the support material by ‘breaking’ the tabs along the
bottom. With the material removed, gently sand the tab back, flush to the deck support beam taking care to maintain the
camber.
Bulkheads 2 and 3, as you will notice, have support material but they each have a continuous deck support beam, without
notches. For bulkheads 1 and 2, the internal support material should be removed by breaking the tabs, but the deck support
beam should not be removed. As before, the tabs should be sanded back, flush to the deck support beams, noting that there is
no camber to these deck support beams.
Note: Whilst removing the internal support material of bulkhead 2, you will also be removing the temporary forward support
(19). The temporary after support (18) can also now be removed; this can be done either by breaking the glue bond with
bulkhead 9 and removing completely or by cutting the top section away and sanding the remainder flush to the camber of
bulkhead 9.
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The upper area of the foremost bow plank termination pattern (12) also requires removal at this stage. Care should be taken to
remove the area upward of the profiled groove such that both the planking and the walnut stem are not damaged. Once
removed, the top edge should be sanded back flush to the top edge of the keel (11) at this point. The walnut stem will be visible
on the completed model and so any glue ‘seepage’ should also be removed (Photo 010).
Photo 010

Photo 009

The Lower Deck Forward Platform
Identify and remove the lower deck forward platform (110) from the 0.8mm ply sheet and clear any debris from the slots. Mark
the centre line, fore-and-aft, onto the deck with a pencil. Offer the deck into position and once satisfied it can be glued
centrally into place.
The deck can now be planked with 2x7mm maple; lay two planks, one to each side of the centre line, and continue planking
outboard.
Note: When planking both the lower deck forward platform and the lower deck, it is of utmost importance that the actual deck
planks fit as tightly as possible to the forward, after, and inboardu faces of each bulkhead rib (upright), to achieve this it will be
of benefit to bevel the planking edge to sit flush to the angled inboard face of the rib. The planks should also be laid beyond
these ribs, outboard. This means of planking will ensure that when the inner bulwarksu are planked at a later stage, no gaps will
show. If these foregoing instructions are not adhered to during the deck planking stages, rectification cannot easily be made at
a later stage.

The Storeroom
Identify and remove the storeroom bulkhead cover (95) from the 1.5mm walnut sheet, together with the stores hatch (80) from
the 2mm walnut sheet.
Dry fit the storeroom onto the after face of bulkhead 1, so that it sits down flush to the planking. If required, sand the top edge
flush to the top edge of the bulkhead.
For ease of assembly, construction of the following stage is best achieved off the model. Lay the storeroom bulkhead cover on
a flat surface with the hatch opening offset to the portu, dry fit the stores hatch into this cut out to confirm fit and also noting
that the hatch will sit 0.5mm proud of the cover. When you are happy with the fit, the hatch can be glued into position in the
cover, taking care not to glue the whole assembly to your working surface.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove one pair of hinges (135) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. The hinges should
be glued into position on the starboardu side of the hatch (inboard).
The storeroom assembly can now be secured in place against the after face of bulkhead 1.
Note: It is important that the storeroom cover is fitted centrally, athwartships, across bulkhead 1, otherwise it will not be
possible to fit the bulkhead 1 internal planking termination patterns during the inner bulwark planking stage.
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The Lower Deck
Note: In order to achieve the best possible finished result, the ‘step’ from the lower deck forward platform up to the lower deck
must follow a very specific 4 step sequence, using Plan Sheet 3, ‘Lower Deck Platform to Lower Deck Step’ for reference,
this sequence is as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The lower deck forward platform deck planking must be completed.
The lower deck (111) must be positioned and its forward edge sanded flush to the forward edge of bulkhead 4.
The bulkhead 4 cover must be fitted flush onto the forward face of bulkhead 4 with the lower edge seated down
flush onto the lower deck forward platform planking. The upper edge should then be sanded back flush to the top
of the 0.8mm ply lower deck (111) top face.
The lower deck planking, when fitted, will run over the top of the bulkhead 4 cover and should be sanded back
flush to the forward face of the bulkhead 4 cover upon completion.

Identify and remove the lower deck (111) from the 0.8mm ply sheet, clear the openings of any debris and mark on the centre
line, fore-and-aft, with a pencil. Offer the lower deck into position, across the lower deck bulkhead supports and dry fit by
temporarily pinning in place. Any excess material at bulkhead 4 should be removed so that this forward edge is flush with the
forward face of bulkhead 4.
Note: This deck has been designed to allow for build differences. With the deck fitted and the forward edge sanded back flush
to the forward face of bulkhead 4 (see step 2 above), it is critical that the distance from the forward face of the deck to the
forward edge of the foremost scuttle locating hole measures 7.5mm, as shown on Plan Sheet 2, ‘Scuttle Lid and Surround
Construction’, to allow correct alignment of the scuttle surrounds as described on page 11.
Identify and remove the bulkhead 4 cover (96) from the 1.5mm walnut sheet. Offer this bulkhead cover into position centrally
across the forward face of bulkhead 4 and seated down flush against the lower deck forward platform planking. As with the
storeroom bulkhead cover, it is critical that the bulkhead 4 cover is fitted centrally as the bulkhead 4 internal plank termination
patterns, as fitted in a later stage, are fitted flush to the bulkhead 4 cover outer edges. With the bulkhead 4 cover fitted
permanently in place, its top edge should be sanded flush to the upper face of the lower deck.
The lower deck (111) can now be removed. If you are intending to fit any scuttle lids in the open position, it is a good idea to
note the position of the stores and bilge spaces below these prior to removing the lower deck. These areas can then be painted
dull black prior to re-fitting the lower deck.

Scuttle Lids
Although it is possible to gain access to the lower deck when in situ, the detailed planking of the scuttle lids and surrounds are
best achieved off the model.
Identify and remove the scuttle bases (112) from the 0.8mm ply sheet. Lay the lower deck on a flat surface and position a
scuttle base into each of the ten locating holes. Due to the small tolerances involved in constructing the scuttle lids and
surrounds, it is vital that each scuttle base is marked on its underside with a locating number. This locating number should also
be marked onto both the underside and top of the lower deck. The orientation of each scuttle base should also be noted on the
base by way of an arrow pointing forward or similar.
Note: This process of marking and orientating the scuttle bases may seem like a pointless exercise, but upon completion it will
be impossible to fit the scuttles into a different location and if this stage has been overlooked, it can take many hours rediscovering which scuttle belongs in which location and by what orientation.
Using a pencil, mark a line at a distance of 2mm around each scuttle locating hole on the deck, these lines should be continued
fore-and-aft and athwartships the full length and breadth of the deck. These lines denote the overall size of the scuttle lids after
it has been planked, at a later stage, i.e. 21mm wide and 25mm long.
Four lengths of 2x7mm maple should now be temporarily pinned into position, fore-and-aft, running flush to the pencil lines
2mm outside the scuttle locating holes. When in position these planks should be running perfectly straight and be separated by
exactly 21mm for each row of scuttles.
If not already in place, the 0.8mm ply scuttle bases should be dry fitted into their respective locating holes. Thirty 25mm
lengths of 2x7mm maple should now be cut; these will be used to form the scuttle lids. Three lengths are required for each lid
and they should be glued only to the scuttle base, it is critical that they are not secured to the deck. You will find that the
planks will butt up against the temporarily positioned 2x7mm maple planks on the deck and will therefore run perfectly
straight fore-and-aft, you should also note that the lengths should sit perfectly within the 2mm offset pencil lines to the forward
and after edge of each locating hole, they should not overrun these. With this achieved, the distance between the after edge of
each scuttle lid and the forward edge of each neighbouring scuttle lid will be exactly 7mm, again this is critical for the
formation of the scuttle surrounds from 7mm wide planking in the next stage.
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Scuttle Surrounds
Using Plan Sheet 2, ‘Scuttle Lid and Surround Construction’ for reference, the fore-and-aft scuttle surrounds are formed
from 2x7mm maple and should be fitted with the following recommendations:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

You should work on one set of scuttles (port or starboard) at a time.
For each set of scuttles, you should work on and complete either the inboard OR outboard fore-and-aft surrounds
before progressing to the opposite.
Bearing in mind point 2, the temporarily positioned 2x7mm lengths of maple, as used to ensure the scuttle lids
run perfectly fore-and-aft, should only be removed one at a time. i.e. if working on the inboard surround, the
inboard length should be removed whilst the outboard length should remain to ensure the lids, and surrounds
when applied, remain square and running fore-and-aft.
You should note that the mitre of these surrounds does not follow the expected standard of 45 degrees, with the
exception of the foremost corner of the foremost surround and the aftermost corner of the aftermost surround
(Photo 011).
As with the planking to be fitted at a later stage, the fore-and-aft surrounds and athwartships surrounds at the
foremost edge of the lower deck will overhang this edge by 1.5mm in order to cover the 1.5mm walnut bulkhead
4 cover. They should not be sanded flush to the edge of the 0.8mm ply deck (Photo 012).
Upon completion of the inboard OR outboard surrounds and with them permanently fixed in place, the opposite
2x7mm maple strip can be removed and the surround process repeated along this edge.
With both the inboard and outboard fore-and-aft surrounds completed and permanently fixed in place, the
athwartships surrounds can be cut to suit and also permanently fitted.
If you are intending to fit any scuttle lids in the open position, care should be taken to glue the surrounds to the
deck only and not to the scuttle lids.

Upon completion, the scuttle lids should be removed from the deck in preparation for the fitting of the deck. As before, the
locations and orientation of each scuttle lid should be clearly noted.
Photo 011

Photo 012
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Fitting and Planking
Upon completion of the scuttle surrounds, the deck can be dry fitted back into position by leading it through bulkheads 3 and 4.
As noted previously, the forward edge of the 0.8mm ply deck should be seated directly behind the walnut bulkhead 4 cover
(96) and the forward edge of the foremost scuttle surrounds will pass over the bulkhead 4 cover, terminating flush with the
forward face of the cover, any overhang should be gently sanded back. Bulkheads 4 through 8 are cambered and this camber
should be maintained with the deck fitted. When satisfied with the fit, the deck can be pinned and glued in position centrally
across the bulkheads, pinning the unplanked areas only.
With the deck in position, the centre section of the deck, between the two rows of scuttles, can be planked with four lengths of
2x7mm maple. The remaining outboard sections of the deck can also now be planked with 2x7mm maple. As with the lower
deck forward platform, it is of utmost importance that the actual deck planks fit as tightly as possible to the forward, after, and
inboard faces of each bulkhead rib (upright), to achieve this it will be of benefit to bevel the planking edge to sit flush to the
angled inboard face of the rib. The planks should also be laid beyond these ribs, outboard. This means of planking will ensure
that when the inner bulwarks are planked, at a later stage, no gaps will show. If these foregoing instructions are not adhered to
during the deck planking stages, rectification can not be made at a later stage.
Note: Due to the length of the decks on William, the deck planking could be constructed from full plank lengths. As a result,
there is no butt shift systemu employed.
The scuttle lids can now be repositioned and the deck as a whole sanded smooth. The deck will also require varnishing to seal
at this stage but it is advisable to remove the scuttle lids, to be varnished separately, in order that they do not become
permanently secured to the deck.
Identify the bulkhead 8 cover (97) from the 1.5mm walnut sheet. This cover should be offered into position centrally across the
forward face of bulkhead 8, seated down flush onto the deck planking and with the door offset to the starboard side. If
required, the top edge of the cover should be sanded flush to the top edge of the bulkhead, maintaining the camber.
Note: As with the bulkhead 1 and 4 covers, it is important that the bulkhead 8 cover is fitted centrally, to ensure the bulkhead 8
termination patterns can be fitted at a later sage.

Inner Bulwark Planking
Identify and remove the bulkhead 1 plank termination patterns (15), the bulkhead 4 plank termination patterns (16) and the
bulkhead 8 plank termination patterns (17) from the 5mm ply sheet.
Offer each of these pairs of patterns into position noting the following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The bulkhead 1 patterns are fitted against the after face of bulkhead 1.
The bulkhead 4 and 8 patterns are fitted against the forward face of their respective bulkheads.
The patterns fit tight and flush to the outboard edges of their respective 1.5mm walnut bulkhead covers.
They fit flush, directly onto the deck planking.
None of the patterns should be permanently fitted at this stage but rather temporarily, but securely, fitted.

In a similar manner to the bulkhead bevelling for the first planking, a scrap strip of 1x7mm walnut should be used to gauge the
amount of bevelling that will be required for the bulkhead 1 and bulkhead 8 termination patterns, and the patterns bevelled
accordingly. No bevelling should be required for bulkhead 4 or any of the bulkhead ribs. When you are happy with the fit, the
termination patterns can all be glued into position.
Note: Do not be tempted to fit the magazine assembly or captain’s cabin door at this stage, the internal planking and bunk beds
must be fitted first.
Photo 013
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The internal bulwark planking is from 1x7mm walnut strip and should rise directly from the deck planking, up to the deck
headu level, i.e. the planks will continue up past the underside of the main deck/forecastle support beams terminating flush at
the deck head level (Photo 013 & Photo 014).
It was found, during the prototype construction, that single plank on bulkhead method was satisfactory. It will be necessary to
plank in a very similar fashion to the external second planking, i.e. soaking, pinning, gluing and sanding. The following
observations will also assist:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The first plank to be dry fitted, should be the plank which travels from flush against the bulkhead 8 cover, flush
along the lower main deck planking. It should pass over the position of bulkhead 4 and butt against the bulkhead
1 cover, taking its natural lie.
Using a pencil, mark the position of this first plank, top and bottom, across the bulkhead frames/ribs of bulkheads
3, 2, & 1. This plank should now be removed.
Time, care and patience are now needed in order to plank between bulkheads 1 and 4 below the lower edge pencil
line, work down from this lower pencil line to the lower platform, flush to the deck planking. The first two
planks, from the pencil line, should be straight forward, the third plank, which will sit flush against the deck
planking, will require tapering. More tapered planks will also be required to fully plank down to the deck at the
foremost position (Photo 015).
To assist with this planking process and subsequent planking of the inner bulwark below the main deck, it is
advisable to make use of small pieces of scrap material, glued to the outboard face of the planks as you progress.
This will provide additional surface area upon which to secure the planking (Photo 015).
This principal of increasing surface area with scrap material can also be applied at deck level by using small
pieces of 2x7mm scrap secured to the deck, just outboard of the inner bulwark, running through the natural curve
between bulkhead frames with a slight bevel to accept and support the lowest planks.

Ideally, you should prepare the location, fitting and seating of each individual plank thoroughly before it is applied. We also
recommend that, due to the curvature involved, these lower planks be secured in place with a thick cyano remember however
that the cyano will bond the wet planking almost instantly.
With this planking completed, the full length plank running between bulkheads 1 and 8 can be re-fitted and secured in place.
Planking above this plank can now be fitted, again with 1x7mm walnut. You may find it beneficial to use a simple one butt
shift system, cutting each plank into two, at bulkheads four and six alternating, rather than attempting to accurately cut and fit
full length planks between internal bulkheads. Should you choose to do this it is also advisable to cut a fillet from scrap
material to fit on bulkhead 6, similar to the internal planking termination patterns supplied.
As previously stated, this planking should continue up until flush with the top of the bulkhead stubs that form the main deck
support beams (the deck head). However, there is an exception to this, as you will notice there is a drop between the main deck
and forecastle between bulkheads 4 and 3, this step down occurs 8mm forward of the forward face of bulkhead 4 (visible in
Photo 014). This is the position of the after edge of the forecastle and is also the position of the waist hatch forward head
ledgeu / step (36) which will eventually fit across the after face of the forecastle. It is at this location that the planking level
changes and the forecastle (113) can be temporarily fitted for reference.
Note: In order to temporarily fit the forecastle and / or main deck, the bulkhead stubs, above the deck support beams will need
to be removed. This is done by cutting part way through the upright, from inboard, with a razor saw and then twisting the stub
away using a pair of long nose pliers and sand any protrusions back flush to the deck support beam (Photo 015 & Photo 016).
Once completed, the inner bulwark planking should be given a rough coat of Admiralty Paints Dull White, to produce the
desired white wash effect (Photo 016).
Photo 016

Photo 015
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Bunk Bed Construction
Identify the bunk space bulkheads (101 – 104) from the 1.5mm walnut sheet, noting the positions that they will each occupy,
they may look identical but they each differ slightly. These components will eventually form two sets, one port and one
starboard.
The two bunk space benches (105) should also be identified. These components can now be removed from the walnut ply sheet
noting that the ‘notch’ in the bench fits into the 1st bunk bulkhead (101) and as such is orientated toward the bows. Dry fit the
bunk bulkheads to their respective slots in the bunk bench and dry fit these assemblies into the model. When correctly
positioned, the bunk bulkheads will be positioned flush against the forward face of the main deck support stubs of bulkheads 4
– 7 (Photo 019), in order to achieve this, a small amount may need to be removed from the after end of the bunk benches
(105). The bunk bulkheads should also fit flush down onto the deck planking and flush against the inner bulwark planking,
dependant upon your planking, the bunk bulkheads should be sanded to fit accordingly. When you are happy with the fit of
these assemblies they can be glued in place, in order to support the after end of the bunk bench, a small length of scrap 1x7mm
walnut should be used and glued to the forward face of the bulkhead 8 cover and the underside of the bunk bench. Upon
completion, the top edge of each bunk bulkhead should be sanded back flush to the top surface of the bulkhead stubs while
maintaining, and adhering to, the camber of these stubs.

The Magazine Room
Identify and remove the magazine room sides (98), front (99) and doors (100) from the 1.5mm walnut ply sheet and the
captain’s cabin door (81) from the 2mm walnut sheet. Also identify and paint matt (metal) black, 6 hinges (135) from the
0.5mm brass etched sheet.
Dry fit the magazine room sides and front to one another and dry fit this assembly into the locating holes of the bulkhead 8
cover. Temporarily fit the main deck (114) and if required sand the magazine room top surfaces to allow them to support the
main deck while not interrupting its flow over the bulkhead support stubs. When you are satisfied with the fit of the magazine,
it can be secured together, off the model. The magazine doors can be temporarily fitted into their locating holes noting that
they are profiled along their upper and lower edges to allow them to fit, recessed, into the opening. When you are happy with
their fit, they can each be fitted with a pair of hinges and secured to the magazine room in either an open or closed position.
The captain’s cabin door can now be fitted into its locating hole in the bulkhead 8 cover and also fitted with a pair of hinges,
these hinges should be fitted inboard (Photo 020 (the bunk bed assembly has been removed in this photo for clarity)). Finally,
the magazine room can be secured in place (Photo 021).
Before work moves on to the main deck and forecastle, the scuttles should be repositioned into their respective locating holes
and the scuttle hinges (136) should be identified, painted matt (metal) black and removed from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet.
The hinges should be glued across the scuttle lids and deck, as shown on Plan Sheet 2, ‘Scuttle Hinges’, noting that the
profiled slot at the bending point of the hinge should face downward toward the deck (Photo 017).
Note: Any scuttles you wish to show in the open position should have the hinges fitted to them off the model. The hinge can
then be bent to the desired angle before they are glued to the deck (Photo 018). Take care also to align the hinges of any open
scuttles, to the hinges of the closed scuttles on the deck.
Note: Before fitting the main and forecastle decks, you may find it advantageous to paint and position the storage and
gunpowder barrels. Information on this can be found on page 39.
Photo 017
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Photo 019

Photo 020

Photo 021

Photo 022

The Gun Mount Support
The gun mount support is constructed from a length of 6x6mm walnut shaped as shown on Plan Sheet 4, ‘Gun Mount
Support’. The overall length of this support should be sufficient to sit down flush on the lower deck forward platform planking
with its top face flush to the top of bulkhead 2 deck support beam.
Into one end of the completed support, drill a 2mm hole, centrally, to accept the 2mm locating dowel that will form the spigot
passing down through the 24pdr rotating bed assembly and bearing race at a later stage.
The support can now be dry fitted; however, in order to obtain the correct positioning on the model you will need to bear in
mind the following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify and remove the forecastle (113) from the 0.8mm ply sheet and mark on its centre line in pencil.
The after edge of the 0.8mm ply forecastle should fit against the inner bulwark planking at the position of the
change of levels as mentioned earlier.
The hole for the chimney should be offset to the starboard side and should lie directly aft of bulkhead 3, without
being fouled by the deck support beam.
The deck should be fitted centrally, sanding any excess as required.

These foregoing instructions will give the correct positioning of the gun mount support as determined by the pre cut 2mm hole
in the forecastle.
Note: It may be necessary to remove a small notch from the forward face of the bulkhead 2 deck support beam to accept the
gun mount support.
When you are happy with the location and fitting of the gun mount support, it is advisable to mark its seating location onto the
lower deck forward platform with pencil and drill a small locating hole centrally down into this deck and also centrally up into
the base of the gun mount support in order to fit a 2mm dowel locating pin. The gun mount support can now be pinned and
glued into position (Photo 022).
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The Mast Pivot Supports
At this time it will be of benefit to dry fit the mast pivot supports, it should be noted that these supports are not to be
permanently fitted until stepping the masts at a much later stage. Identify and remove the mast pivot supports (75) from the
3mm walnut sheet. The supports should be dry fitted, centrally and separated by a 10mm gap (i.e. offset by 5mm either side of
the centre line), at the step from the lower deck to the lower deck forward platform and they may require a small amount of
sanding to ensure they sit flush against the forward face of the step, and flush onto both the lower deck and lower deck forward
platform planking. When you are happy with the fit, remove the supports and drill a 1mm hole up into their lower edge (that
which sits onto the lower deck forward platform planking). Insert and glue a 10mm rod of 1mm brass into this hole, leaving
5mm protruding, and re dry fit the supports drilling a 1mm locating hole into the deck as required.
Note: The locating rod of 1mm brass should be glued into the supports only; they will then be glued into the deck locating hole
when the supports are fitted at a much later stage.
Note: The supports must be 10mm apart (in order to accommodate the mast), central (5mm either side of the centre line) and
running parallel to each other and also to the keel fore-and-aft.
Plan Sheet 3 can be used for reference.
The supports should now be removed and safely put to one side until needed at a much later stage.

The Forecastle Deck
Identify and paint matt (metal) black the stove (163). The stove must be fitted together with the forecastle at the position
determined by the locating hole in the forecastle, offset to starboard. The stove and deck should be dry fitted together.
Note: Although positioned onto the lower deck forward platform, the stove should not be glued in place at this stage. The stove
will later be glued in place using the chimney for correct alignment as described on page 29. If you prefer, the stove can be
glued in place now but the instructions on page 29 should be followed.
As earlier dry fitted, the 0.8mm ply forecastle (113) can be pinned and glued into position. It should be noted that there is no
camber on this deck. As before, you should ensure that the 2mm hole in the deck is located directly above the locating hole in
the gun mount support.
When viewed from above, the after edge of the forecastle should remain parallel, athwartships, to the forward edge of the
lower deck (although parallel to, it is not positioned directly above it).
The forecastle can now be planked with 2x7mm maple, starting at the centre line and working outboard, clearing the chimney
and spigot holes as you progress. The planks should terminate flush with the after edge of the ply deck and as far forward and
outboard as possible, reaching tight against the bulwarks.

The Forecastle To Main Deck Step
Identify and remove the waist hatch forward head ledge / step (36) from the 5mm walnut sheet. Clean out any debris from the
profiled slot in the after face, it is important that you do not disturb the rebate to either side of the central raised section.
With the profiled slot orientated aft, the head ledge can be glued into position, centrally across the forecastle planking and with
the after face flush to the after edge of the forecastle. When positioned, the after edge of the deck and the after face of the head
ledge should be sanded flush to one another and the whole assembly varnished, taking care not to fill the profiled slot as this
accepts the main deck during the next stage.
Note: When the waist hatch forward head ledge / step is correctly positioned, there will be a small gap to either outboard end,
it does not fit flush against the bulwarks, this is correct and has been designed so.
Note: When fitted, the height of the profiled groove across the waist hatch forward head ledge / step should be such that it will
allow the main deck to flow from the bulkhead 4 deck support stubs, into this groove as per point 1 on page 17. As such it will
be of benefit to temporarily fit the main deck during this stage and confirm alignment.
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The Main Deck
Fitting:
Identify and remove the main deck (114) from the 0.8mm ply sheet and mark on its centre line in pencil. If you have not
already done so, the bulkhead stubs above the deck support beams should be removed by cutting part way through the upright,
from inboard, with a razor saw and then twisting the stub away using a pair of long nose pliers and sand any protrusions back
flush to the deck support beam (Photo 013, Photo 014, Photo 015 & Photo 016). The main deck should first be dry fitted
taking the following points into consideration:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Take great care with the leading edge of this deck and offer it into the groove of the waist hatch forward head
ledge / step. It should be realised that the height of this groove should match the height of the bulkhead 4 deck
support beam.
If it has not already been achieved, the top of the magazine room should be reduced to allow the deck to run
across the bulkhead deck support beams without interference.
When the main deck is correctly positioned into the forward head ledge, any exposed area of the deck at this
point should be sanded flush to the after face of the head ledge, this is best achieved after the deck has been
permanently fitted.
The deck should be trimmed as necessary so that it fits centrally and flush across the bulkhead deck support
beams, maintaining the correct camber.
The after end of the main deck should rest on top of the stern extension lower cross member, ply, (14) and
terminating against the stern extension upper cross member, walnut, (30).

Temporarily pin the deck into position. Cut two 50mm lengths of 4mm dowel and into one end of each drill a 0.65mm hole.
Remove the heads from two dome head pins and glue the pins into these holes with the pointed end protruding by
approximately 2mm. Pass the dowels, pin end first, down through the 4mm elm tree pump locating holes in the main deck and
mark their base position down onto the main lower deck planking by pushing in the pin, ensuring that the dowel remains
vertical and does not foul the doors of the magazine room. The dowels together with their pins should now be removed and put
to one side.
Note: Do not trim the casings; they will be trimmed to the deck planking at a later stage.
The deck can now be removed, after noting the position of the companionway opening between bulkheads 9 and 10. This area
below the deck can be painted dull black should you wish to show the companionway in the open position, it is also advisable
to paint the deck support stubs, around the waist opening, dull black.
The deck should now be pinned and glued permanently in place.
Planking:
The main deck is planked using 2x7mm maple strip. Start planking by lying the first planks flush down each side of the
opening in the deck running fore-and-aft. These first planks should fit as close as possible to the side edges of the waist hatch,
and should be clamped at this position while drying. They should also continue aft and butt up against the stern extension
upper cross member, walnut, (30) and should be bevelled accordingly. Their forward end will terminate flush against the
forward face of the waist hatch forward head ledge / step (36) and as such will also run flush past the raised centre section of
the forward head ledge / step, one either side.
Note: These two planks must remain parallel to one another, as they continue aft, in order that their distance apart remains
constant to enable the inboard area to be accurately planked.
Continue to plank outboard of these two planks ensuring that the planks butt tight against the bulwarks.
Note: It is also vital to ensure that the outer planks are seated flush against the ply deck; failure to achieve this will make
planking of the inner bulwarks at a later stage almost impossible and will cause interference, at the waist, with the bulwark
capping. Upon completion of the deck planking there should be at least 2mm of bulwark standing proud.
The area inboard of the first two planks can now be laid, working inboard, ensuring that the final two planks laid meet at the
centre line. The companionway and elm tree pump locating holes should be cleared as you progress. Upon completion, the
whole deck can be sanded smooth, whilst maintaining the camber to accept the waist hatch after head ledge (37) at a later
stage, and varnished to seal.
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The Elm Tree Pumps
The casings as constructed earlier from 4mm dowel can now be fitted. Glue the pins into the lower deck and glue the top of the
casing through the main deck. When positioned and fitted, the upper end of the casings should be trimmed back and sanded
flush to the upper deck planking (Photo 023). Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove the elm tree casing end plates
(132) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet and glue into position centrally over the top face of each elm tree pump casing. Drill
down through the end plate, into the 4mm dowel casing, with a 1mm drill in preparation to accept the 0.75mm wire connecting
rod of the elm tree pump to be fitted at a later stage.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove both sets of elm tree pump yoke halvesu (122) from the 0.9mm brass etched
sheet. Assemble them as shown on Plan Sheet 2, ‘Elm Tree Pumps’. The elm tree pump brake handlesu (123) should now be
identified, painted matt (metal) black and removed from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. The brake handle is positioned between
the yoke halves and secured in place using a small length of 1mm brass wire which forms the pivot, glued through the yoke
halves and brake handle holding the handle at the desired angle. The connecting rod is constructed from 0.75mm brass wire,
long enough to travel through and into the pump casing. At one end, an eye must be formed to secure the connecting rod
through the hole in the end of the brake handle. The elm tree pump assemblies as a whole can be glued into position, orientated
as shown on Plan Sheet 2, ‘Main Deck Layout, Forecastle Layout & Belaying Points’, with a 1mm hole drilled into the deck
planking to accept the yoke halves locating spigot (Photo 024).
Note: Due to the delicate nature of these assemblies, they can either be fitted now or at a later time of your choosing.
Photo 023

Photo 024

Waist Hatch Surrounds
Identify and remove the waist hatch after head ledge (37) from the 5mm walnut sheet. It should be glued into position centrally
across the deck opening and flush to the deck planking at this location. The two side coamingsu can now be constructed from
5x5mm walnut strip and should be glued into position, running fore-and-aft, along the outboard faces of the head ledges. Each
coaming should be glued parallel to one another and flush to the waist hatch edges, if necessary, sand the faces flush (Photo
025).
A rebate should now be formed, within the coamings, using 2x3mm walnut strip, orientated 2mm wide and 3mm high. The
rebate on each side fore-and-aft should be glued to the lower edge of the 0.8mm ply deck and flush against the coaming
inboard face (Photo 025). The rebate across both of the head ledges should be at the same level as the fore-and-aft rebates at
their outboard ends but should be set with a camber to follow that of the head ledges and deck (Photo 023).
Note: The 2x3mm walnut strip, forming the rebate across the forward head ledge (36) needs to have a 10mm section removed
from its centre. This is removed to accommodate the mast when fitted and so must be central, extending 5mm either side of the
centreline.
This whole assembly can now be sanded and varnished.
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Inner Bulwark Planking
All of the inner bulwarks of the forecastle and main deck can now be planked. Start by lining them with 1.5x5mm lime strip
and finally with 1x7mm walnut strip, this will increase the width of the bulwark to a total thickness of 5mm. It should be noted
that, at the waist, very little bulwark is visible, approximately 2mm (Photo 025, this photo also shows the black bulwark
cappings fitted). Any excess material, to the top of the inner bulwark planking, should be sanded back flush to the level of the
outer hull, ensuring that the resultant upper surface is level athwartships. Upon completion, all inner bulwarks above the
forecastle and main deck, are to be painted red ochre (Photo 025 & Photo 026, the cappings have also been fitted in these
pictures).
Photo 025

Photo 026

The Bulwark Capping Rails
This entire section should be read before progressing with any fitting.
Identify the forward bulwark capping rails (64) and the after bulwark capping rails (65), clean out any debris from their slots
and remove them from the 3mm walnut sheet.
Offer the rails into position, profiled slots up (Photo 026), along the raised bulwarks fore-and-aft. The rails themselves have
been designed to allow for any differences along the port and starboard bulwarks, any excess material should be removed from
the forward end of the forward bulwark cappings and the after end of the after bulwark cappings, the scarph joint should not be
disturbed.
The inner edges of the capping rails should run flush with the inner bulwarks (Photo 025 & Photo 026), as a result the outer
edge will overhang the hull by approximately 2mm and should not be reduced (Photo 008).
As a point of reference, the after edge of the slot which will hold the stepped stanchions (67 & 68), the fifth slot from the
front, should be positioned 10mm in front of the waist hatch head ledge / step. The after end of the after bulwark cappings
should terminate flush with the walnut planking at the transom.
The forward and after bulwark cappings should butt tightly against each other at the scarph joint. The cappings, port and
starboard, should be level athwartships and in line with each other when permanently fixed, a straight edge positioned across
the main deck at right angles to the keel should be used to help achieve this.
The forward end of the forward bulwark capping rails should be brought together. When the cappings have been permanently
fixed in place, the rails and the bulwark planking should be cleared to allow the bowsprit (8mm dowel) to sit directly onto the
stem.
Note: Take extra care during removal of this material and remove only enough to accommodate the bowsprit. A length of 8mm
dowel should be used for reference; the bowsprit should not be constructed or fitted at this stage.
Note: The entire capping assembly will be painted dull black. Once happy with the dry fitting you may find it of benefit to
paint the capping, off the model, before permanently fitting in place.
Note: It is advisable, with the cappings permanently fitted and referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘External Hull Fittings’, to drill
0.65mm holes for the positioning of the rowlocksu, but the rowlocks should not be fitted until a later time, the holes should be
drilled centrally down through the capping and care must be taken not to break through the outer hull, this could easily occur
due to the fact that the capping is offset to overhang the outer hull.
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Stanchions
This section should be read and the stanchions dry fitted only at this stage. They will be permanently fitted in conjunction with
the raised cappings (85 – 88) during the next stage.
Before removing the stanchion (66 – 71) from the 3mm walnut sheet, they should all be identified correctly using the parts list
and identification drawing in Manual 2 Page 6, marking each stanchion lightly in pencil, time effort and patience will be
rewarded with the final result.
Note: The aftermost three stanchions, on both port and starboard, have their tenonsu, top and bottom, angled to compensate for
the rise in the bulwark capping rail as it travels aft, this allows the stanchions to remain upright at these locations. These
stanchions are very similar to those used at the waist and care should be taken not to confuse them.
Each stanchion should be removed as and when required and any reduction of the tenon itself achieved to allow the stanchion
“proper” to sit flush onto the bulwark capping rail with the tenon located into its respective slot and also to allow the raised
cappings to seat down flush onto the stanchions.
Note: Referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘Fitting of Cappings and Stanchions’, each stanchion should be orientated such that the
tenon is inboard (Photo 027 & Photo 028).
Photo 028

Photo 027

Raised Cappings
The forward (85), waist (86), gangway (87) and after (88) raised cappings should be identified and removed from the 2mm
walnut sheet. Any excess material of the tabs should be sanded back, taking care not to reduce the width of the raised cappings,
particularly at the site of the extended slots at either end.
The slots have been designed to account for any build differences, the raised cappings should be dry fitted and checked for
alignment, fore-and-aft, and any excess material removed from their ends.
Note: The point at which the after end of the raised waist capping (85) and the forward end of the raised after capping (88) are
sited, they should be positioned 50/50 over the stanchion tenon and will require reducing in length to suit (Photo 029), this will
allow the raised gangway capping (87) to be positioned between them either in the open or closed position, this gangway
capping will also require shortening.
Work along each side, dry fitting each stanchion and raised capping into position. Do not glue any stanchions into position
until you are happy with their seating onto both the top of the bulwark capping rails and the underside of the raised cappings.
The raised after cappings (88) should fit, and be glued onto, the ledge / step in the forward face of the outer stern extension
(29) noting that at this location the rail should be reduced in length accordingly and the outer edge of the raised after capping
should be level with the outer face of the outer stern extension.
When you are completely satisfied with the dry fit and alignment of all components (Photo 030) they can be permanently fitted
and painted dull black.
Note: The foremost ends of the raised forward cappings (85) do not meet each other but rather are separated by a gap of
approximately 10mm. After securing them in position, they should be trimmed to ensure that their foremost ends are aligned to
one another.
Note: If you intend to show either of the raised gangway cappings in the open position, they should not be permanently fitted
until a later stage, due to their delicate nature. In any event their fitting, together with hinges is described below.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the gangway capping hinges (129) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Referring
to Plan Sheet 3, ‘Gangway Hinges’ for reference, they should be glued into position centrally on the after end of the raised
gangway capping / forward end of the raised after capping. If they are to be shown in the open position, the hinge should be
bent at the position of the profiled slot (Photo 029).
Note: The profiled slot that forms the hinge point should be orientated with the slot down toward the raised cappings.
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Photo 029

Photo 030

Photo 031

Photo 032

The Companionway
Identify and remove the companionway coamings (61) and head ledges (62 & 63) from the 3mm walnut sheet and the covers
(115 & 116) from the 0.8mm ply sheet.
Clean each of these components and clear the profiled slots of any debris. The covers are both to be lined with 0.5x5mm
walnut strip, running fore-and-aft. It is advisable to lay the covers end to end on a flat surface and use one length of planking to
line both covers simultaneously; this will pay dividends with the final result.
With both covers lined, referring to Plan Sheet 2, ‘Companionway’, they can be dry fitted into the slots in the companionway
coamings and head ledges noting that the shorter stationary cover (115) sits beneath the longer sliding cover (116). If required,
the thickness of the sliding cover can be reduced to allow it to slide easily within the coamings (Photo 031 & Photo 032)
noting that any material should be removed from the underside 0.8mm ply sheet and not the top 0.5x5mm walnut planking.
When you are satisfied with the fit, the assembly as a whole can be glued together, taking care not to glue the sliding cover.
Note: The forward and after head ledges are positioned so that the coamings run past them, terminating flush with their outer
face resulting in an assembly measuring 38mm long and 28mm wide.
Once the assembly has completely dried, it will be necessary to sand the top edges of the head ledges to follow the angled run
of the coamings.
A small hand bar should be constructed from 0.75mm brass wire and drilled and glued into position on the after end of the
sliding cover (Photo 031 & Photo 032). The completed assembly can now be glued into position centrally over its locating
hole, noting that a small lip will be formed around the inside of the companionway by the planking, this should not be sanded
flush. The companionway should also be orientated with the tall end toward the transom and the short end toward the bows.
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Transom Capping
Correctly identify and remove the transom port (33), centre (34) and starboard (35) cappings from the 5mm walnut sheet,
noting that the profiled area of the port and starboard transom cappings (33 & 35) should be orientated to the underside when
positioned on the model (Photo 033), leaving the remaining area to the top.
The cappings should each be dry fitted paying particular attention to the following points:
1.
2.
3.

The after face of each capping should terminate flush to the outer face of the walnut hull planking.
The upper face of each capping must run parallel to the angle of the main deck running fore-and-aft. This will
allow the carronade traversing bed to run parallel with the deck when rigged into position at a later stage.
In order to achieve the correct angle of the cappings, the underside leading edge of each capping will require
slight bevelling. Remove only small amounts at a time until you are satisfied with the fit and alignment.

Note: Bearing in mind point 2 above, you may prefer to construct the carronade traversing bed together with axle, axle plates
and rollers, for temporary positioning on the model. Instructions for this assembly can be found on page 24.
Only when you are happy with the fit and alignment should the cappings be painted dull black and finally secured into
position, between the stern extensions.
Note: With the cappings correctly fitted and their aftermost face aligned to the outer face of the hull planking you will notice
small gaps are formed between each capping, directly behind the stern extensions. These gaps should be filled with 5x5mm
walnut strip cut to fit, noting that at the outermost gaps, the 5x5mm walnut pieces should be tapered to blend from 5mm high
against the outboard end of the transom port / starboard cappings, down to 3mm high against the inboard face of the after
bulwark capping (Photo 033). As with the cappings, these inserts should be painted dull black.
Note: Although the carronade traversing bed (46) may be used for correct tapering of the transom cappings, it should not be
fitted at this stage nor should it be painted; it remains unpainted and will be varnished at a later stage.
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Rudder Assembly
Identify and remove the rudder (38) from the 5mm walnut sheet, remove any debris from the tabs and smooth the detail,
particularly the scoreu (the three notches in the forward face). The forward face of the rudder should also be slightly rounded
so as to allow it to be turned port and starboard, when in position, without fouling the rudder post.
Before the rudder and associated fittings are glued into position, it is recommended that the morticeu is formed into the head. A
1mm pilot hole should be drilled fore-and-aft through the rudder head; it should be positioned centrally and at a distance of
5mm down from the rudder top and must run parallel to the rudder top. Once drilled, the hole should be slowly enlarged with a
square file to form the mortice (Photo 034). When completed, the mortice should remain square and taper fore-and-aft from
3mm square in the forward face of the rudder to 2.5mm square in the after face of the rudder, to accept the tapered tenon of the
tiller.
Identify and remove the tiller (48) from the 4mm walnut sheet. Referring to Plan Sheet 4, ‘Tiller Side Elevation’, identify the
after end of the tiller and shape as required to form the tenon. This tenon will fit into the rudder mortice previously formed.
Note: The top face of the tiller should remain parallel to the top face of the rudder when correctly fitted; also the after face of
the tiller will form a flush fitting to the after face of the rudder.
Identify the rudder pintle straps (137, 139 & 141) and the hull gudgeon straps (138, 140 & 142) on the 0.5mm brass etched
sheet. The straps are grouped together on the brass etched sheet and it is advisable only to remove each of them at a time as
needed, also the hole, for the pintleu and gudgeonu, should be opened up to accommodate them, this is best achieved after the
straps have been fitted to the rudder and stern post. The pintles are formed from brass dome headed pins (168) with their heads
removed and the gudgeons are formed from copper eyelets (167). When completed and in position, the straps, pintles and
gudgeon pins are painted wood (walnut) brown below the waterline and matt (metal) black above the waterline. Similarly the
rudder is painted wood (walnut) brown below the waterline but left natural above.
Each strap will have to be bent with the half etched area facing outboard, ideally a pair of long nosed pliers should be used.
Glue each rudder pintle strap into position as shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘External Hull Fittings’, with the following
considerations:
1.
2.
3.

The straps sit tight up into the rudder scores as shown.
The ends of the straps will lie close to the after edge of the rudder.
The straps should run perpendicular to the leading edge of the rudder.

Drill a 0.65mm hole through the centre hole of the strap and into the rudder to accommodate the pintle. The pintle (fashioned
from a dome head pin (168)) should be glued into the locating hole and bent downward through 90 degrees, allowing at least
3mm for the downward length to fit into the gudgeon, whilst ensuring the pintle remains within the leading edge of the rudder
i.e. within the score of the rudder.
With the three pintles and straps in position, using masking tape offer the rudder into position so that the lower edge of the
rudder is flush with the lower edge of the false keel. Mark on to the sternpost the positions of the gudgeons (copper eyelets), to
be positioned in relation to the pintles. The gudgeon position should be approximately 0.7mm below the pintle.
The rudder can now be removed and the locating holes (0.65mm) for the gudgeons drilled into the stern post. Temporarily
position the gudgeons into position and re-position the rudder to confirm the fit. When you are happy with the assembly,
remove the rudder and fit the gudgeon straps and gudgeons to the rudder post in a similar manner to the pintle straps. The
gudgeon straps should lie flush against the hull and will need to be slightly bent to achieve this and should also run
perpendicular to the aft edge of the rudder post noting that the two upper gudgeon straps should also run perpendicular to the
leading edge of the rudder and turn through 90 degrees to point downward (Photo 035).
Other than confirming the fit, do not re-position the rudder at this stage.
Note: Upon completion of the rudder assembly, it should be painted with ‘brown stuff’ (wood (walnut) brown) from the
waterline down as per the hull. The brass etched straps, below the waterline, should also be painted with ‘brown stuff’ while
the straps above the waterline should be painted matt (metal) black.
With the rudder assembly completed, the raised transom capping can be fitted. This capping is made up from a length of
2x4mm walnut strip running across the top of the inner stern extensions (28), orientated 2mm high by 4mm wide (Photo 036).
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The Carronade Assemblies
Plan Sheet 3, ‘The 12pdr Carronades’, should be used for reference throughout this stage. Locate the carronade traversing bed
(46), to be varnished, previously used while tapering the transom capping. Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove the
pairs of carronade bed axle plates (134) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. Temporarily position a dome headed pin through
the holes in the pairs of bed axle plates in order to align them and glue the plates to a length of 2x3mm walnut strip, painted
matt (metal) black, orientated 2mm high (top to bottom) by 3mm wide (fore-and-aft), resulting in a gap of 3mm between the
plates. It should also be noted that the top edge of the axle plates should run flush to the top edge of the 2x3mm walnut strip.
Once secured in place, trim the ends of the 2x3mm walnut strip back flush to the outer faces of the bed axle plates. This
completed bed axle plate assembly should now be glued centrally to the underside of the carronade traversing bed such that the
after face of the after axle plate runs flush to the after face of the traversing bed. Two pairs of rollers (170) can now be
identified, painted matt (metal) black and secured into place between the axle plates using a dome headed pin, the head of the
pin should remain exposed against the after face of the after axle plate and the pointed end should be trimmed back flush to the
plate (Photo 037).
Note: Although referred to as the after axle plate, this is in relation to the carriage traversing bed, once positioned on the boat,
this becomes the foremost plate in relation to the boat.
Identify and remove the carronade carriage sides (83) and the carronade carriage sliding bed (84), each to be varnished, from
the 2mm walnut sheet. Clean the components and glue the sides into position against the sliding bed. Using a spigot of 2mm
dowel, painted matt (metal) black, position the carronade sliding bed onto the traversing bed, gluing it securely in position at
the aftermost position, in relation to the traversing bed (foremost position in relation to the boat) so that it cannot slide forward.
This positioning is important in order to allow the carriage and carronade to be correctly rigged.
Identify and paint matt (metal) black 12 copper eyelets (167). Drill one 0.65mm hole into each of the carronade carriage sides
as shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘The 12pdr Carronades’ and fit a copper eyelet into each hole with the eye running horizontally.
Drill a 0.65mm hole into the inner and outer stern extensions, from inboard taking care not to break through the outboard face,
at a height of 14mm off the deck and secure one eyelet into each hole with the eye running vertically. Drill 0.65mm holes
centrally into the port and starboard transom cappings, again from inboard taking care not to break through the outboard face,
3mm either side of the traversing bed (when in position) and secure one copper eyelet into each hole with the eye running
horizontally.
Identify the cast bronze carronades (161) and clean the area of the ‘feed sprue’, care should be taken when handling the
carronade not to damage the traversing handleu. If desired, the 3mm muzzle can be further drilled out to a depth of your choice
and the whole carronade painted matt (metal) black. Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove the carronade trunnion
straps (133) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. Position the carronade onto the carronade carriage, noting that the trunnionu is
offset to the top, and shape the trunnion straps over the carronade trunnion. Secure the straps into place with dome headed
pins, painted matt (metal) black, ensuring that a 0.65mm pilot hole is drilled so as not to split the carriage.
This whole assembly can now be positioned onto the boat using a 2mm dowel spigot, painted matt (metal) black, inserted
down through the traversing bed locating hole into the transom capping locating hole (Photo 038).
Note: With this assembly correctly positioned, the carriage rollers should be seated flush onto the decking.
Photo 037
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Rigging The Carronade
Note: Before rigging any blocks, please refer to Plan Sheet 5, ‘Block Arrangement’ for an explanation of correct block
orientation. This method of positioning the blocks should be used throughout the construction and rigging of the model.
The carronades should each be rigged with one breech ropeu and one pair of gun tacklesu as follows:
The Breeching Rope:
The breeching rope is from 1.0mm natural thread. It is secured directly to one copper eyelet located in the transom capping,
3mm outside the traversing bed. This is done by passing the thread through the eyelet and bringing it back on itself, it is then
secured against itself with a seizingu of 0.1mm natural thread (Photo 059 shows a thread taken back on itself (through an
eyelet) and secured with a seizing). From this eyelet, the thread passes up and through the breech ring in the after end of the
carronade, and down to the copper eyelet in the transom capping opposite side, where it is also secured with a seizing and any
excess thread trimmed.
Note: The breech rope should be rigged with some slack, it is not taught.
The Gun Tackles:
Rig two 3mm single blocks (one each side) to the copper eyelets in the carronade carriage sides with 0.25mm natural thread. A
second pair of 3mm single blocks, one each side, are attached to the copper eyelets in the stern extensions and the fallsu of
0.5mm natural thread are tied into the arseu of these blocks at the same time. From here, the falls pass forward and up through
the 3mm single block on the carriage, back and down through the 3mm block on the stern extension, from here, the falls pass
down onto the deck as a cheeseu of rope. This process is repeated for each of the pair of tackles on the carronades.
Cheeses:
The simplest method of forming a cheese for use on a model is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Secure an upturned piece of masking tape onto a flat surface (sticky side up).
Pierce a small hole into the middle of the masking tape just large enough to pass the rigging thread through.
Push approximately 10mm of thread through this hole.
Slowly, coil the thread in an anti-clockwise direction, down onto the sticky masking tape surface until you have
built up a sufficiently large cheese of rope.
Cut the thread and secure the end to the masking tape as a continuation of the cheese.
Brush watered down PVA glue over the cheese.
When the PVA glue has dried, peel the cheese of rope away from the masking tape and trim the central tail
(previously pushed through the hole in the masking tape).
Secure the cheese to the deck with PVA, noting that the previously PVA’d side should be to the top.
Bring the end of the falls to the outer end of the cheese and secure with PVA.

This method can be applied to the production of all cheeses on this model (Photo 039).
Once the rigging is in place, brush watered down PVA over the ropes and blocks. Again, time effort and patience is required
for best results (Photo 040).
Photo 039

Photo 040
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The 24pdr Cannon Assembly
Plan Sheet 3, ‘The 24pdr Cannon’, should be used for reference throughout this stage.
The Carriage (Photo 041):
Note: Unlike conventional gun carriages, this carriage does not taper toward the front. That is to say that both the front and
rear axles are the same length and the carriage sides will run parallel to one another.
Identify and remove the carriage sides (55), the forward axle (56), the after axle (57), the forward wheels (58) and the after
wheels (59) from the 3mm walnut sheet. Glue the carriage side and axle assembly together remaining square, taking care that
the axles are correctly positioned. For reference, the forward axle (56) is taller than the after axle (57).
The outer ends only of the axles should all be painted matt (metal) black and the wheels pushed on and glued into place.
Note: With the wheels correctly positioned, the distance between the inboard face of the starboard wheels to the inboard face
of the port wheels should be no less than 26mm in order that they will fit, straddling either side of the upper rotating bed (60).
The carriage bed boltu is formed from a length of 2mm dowel, painted matt (metal) black and glued into position through the
locating hole in the carriage sides, when in place the ends should fit flush to the carriage sides.
Identify and remove the carriage bed (82) from the 2mm walnut sheet. The bed is glued into position, centrally, running across
the top of the after axle (57) and the top of the 2mm dowel bed bolt and should be positioned so that its aftermost edge is in
line with the aftermost edge of the carriage sides.
Identify and remove the carriage quoinu (31) from the 5mm walnut sheet. Drill a 1.25mm hole centrally into the after face of
the quoin and glue the quoin handle (178) into this hole.
Note: Take care not to break through the sloping upper surface of the quoin with the drill and the handle may need to be
shortened to suit the hole drilled.
Note: Although assembled now, the quoin should not be glued into position on the carriage bed until the gun has been
positioned on the carriage and the whole assembly fitted to the model, this way the quoin can be set to attain an appropriate
elevation of the cannon.
Identify the cast bronze 24pdr cannon (160) and clean the area of the ‘feed sprue’. If desired, the 4mm muzzle can be further
drilled out to a depth of your choice and the whole cannon painted matt (metal) black.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove four brass etched eyelets (120) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Into each
cannon side, referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘The 24pdr Cannon’, drill two 1.25mm holes as shown. Secure a brass etched eyelet
into each of these holes, with the eyes positioned horizontally. The foremost eyelets on each side will need to have a 4mm
diameter ring fitted to them; the ring is constructed from 0.75mm brass wire. This ring will take the breech rope when rigged.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove the cannon trunnion straps (124) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Position the
cannon onto the carriage, noting that the trunnion is offset to the bottom, and shape the trunnion straps over the cannon
trunnion. Secure the straps into place with dome headed pins, painted matt (metal) black, ensuring that a 0.65mm pilot hole is
drilled so as not to split the carriage.
The Rotating Bed:
Identify and remove the lower rotating bed (45) from the 4mm walnut sheet, together with the upper rotating bed (60) from the
3mm walnut sheet. Using a 25mm length of 2mm dowel temporarily pass the dowel through the central locating hole of the
upper and lower rotating beds, bringing them together and aligning them. You will notice that the 3mm upper rotating bed is
narrower than the 4mm lower rotating bed, the resulting recess will form the seating for the cannon carriage. Toward the front
however, the upper rotating bed opens out to the same width as the lower rotating bed, this is the stop point for the cannon
carriage and the after edge should be tapered to allow the front wheel (58) to be pulled tight up against it, when the gun is ‘run
out’u (Photo 042).
Once you are happy with the fit and tapering, the lower and upper rotating beds should be glued to one another, taking care not
to glue the locating spigot in place at this stage, once dry the spigot should be removed.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove 4 brass etched eyelets (120) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Drill a 1.25mm
hole into each side of the lower rotating bed, 15mm from the after edge (opposite end to the stop point on the upper rotating
bed). Two further 1.25mm holes should also be drilled either side of the lower rotating bed, 17.5mm from the forward edge. A
brass etched eyelet can now be glued into each of these holes, with the eye positioned horizontally. The forward pair of brass
etched eyelets will need to have a 4mm diameter ring fitted to them; the ring is constructed from 0.75mm brass wire. This ring
will take the breech rope when rigged (Photo 049)
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the cannon turntable axle plates (125) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet (Photo
043). These axle plates have four profiled slots which form bend points, at each of these points, the plate should be bent down
(toward the slot) through an angle of 90 degrees. Identify and paint matt (metal) black four brass rollers (170), as with the
carronade axle plates, these rollers should be held in place through the turntable axle plate with a dome headed pin, the dome
head should remain exposed on the outboard, curved, end of each plate and the pointed end trimmed back flush to the plate
(Photo 044). With the axle plate assemblies completed they can be secured into position on the underside of the lower rotating
bed, they should be positioned centrally, with the outboard curved edge of the axle flush to the curved ends of the rotating bed
(Photo 045).
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Photo 041

Photo 042

Photo 043

Photo 044

Photo 045

Photo 046

Photo 047
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Rigging The Cannon
Using a 1.25mm drill and referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘Forecastle Inner Bulwark and Stanchion Eyelets’, 10 holes (5 per side)
need to be drilled into the bulwarks around the forecastle and 1 hole should be drilled into each of the forward and stepped
stanchions as follows:
1.
2.
3.

The holes for the stanchions should be drilled centrally, from inboard, at a height of 6mm above the forward
bulwark capping.
The holes in the bulwarks should be drilled, from inboard, at a height of 10mm off the deck planking.
The holes in the bulwark are also directly in line beneath those in the stanchions.

Note: Considerable care should be taken, when drilling the holes, not to break through the outer surface of the stanchions or
the outer hull.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove 20 brass etched eyelets (120) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. One brass
etched eyelet should be glued into each of the holes in the stanchions and bulwark. Those positioned in the stanchions should
have the eye positioned vertically while those in the bulwarks should have the eye positioned horizontally.
The cannon, carriage, rotating bed and bearing race assembly can now be positioned onto the forecastle, again using the 25mm
length of 2mm dowel for locating, as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Identify and remove the bearing race (32) from the 5mm walnut sheet. Temporarily position the bearing race onto
the deck using the 25mm length of 2mm dowel (as used while fitting the rotating beds) to locate it and ensure that
it is seated flush against the deck planking, sand the planking as necessary until the desired fit is achieved (Photo
046). Do not glue the bearing race into place at this time.
The bearing race should now be loaded up with twenty four 4mm cannon balls (165); these are to remain unglued and free to rotate.
Position the rotating bed assembly down onto the cannon balls in the bearing race, again passing the 2mm dowel
spigot through the locating hole. Check that the rollers in the axle plates of the rotating bed can be seated down
against the deck planking, when the rotating bed is seated on the cannon balls, it may be necessary to reduce the
height of the bearing race, by sanding its underside, until this is achieved.
Once happy with the fit, the bearing race can be glued into position on the deck, re-loaded with cannon balls and
the rotating bed re-mounted (Photo 047).
With these components in place, the 25mm length of 2mm dowel should be trimmed back flush to the top surface
of the upper rotating bed. The visible end of the dowel should be painted matt (metal) black.
The rotating bed should now be removed, placed on a flat surface and the gun carriage temporarily positioned
onto it. The location of the centre line of the after carriage wheel should be noted onto the rotating bed (the point
of contact).
At this point, drill a 1mm hole up, from the underside, through the lower rotating bed and approximately 2mm
into the after carriage wheel. Insert, and glue an appropriate length of 1mm brass rod into this hole, this will
secure the carriage to the rotating bed; this will hold the cannon securely, assisting the rigging process.
Re-position the rotating bed, together with the gun carriage onto the bearing race (Photo 048).

After choosing a suitable position for the gun it can be rigged with one breech rope, one pair of gun tackles and one pair
traversing tacklesu as follows (Photo 049):
Note: These instructions describe rigging the gun at the position shown on the prototype model. If you have chosen to show
the cannon at a different position, the rigging should be moved as appropriate.
The Breeching Rope:
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove two brass etched eyelets (120) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Using a pair
of long nose pliers, gently bend the ‘spigot’ of these brass etched eyelets to form rigging hooks.
The breeching rope is formed from a 300mm length of 1.5mm natural thread. Pass one end of the thread through the eye of the
eyelet / rigging hook and bring the end back onto itself. Secure the end in position with a seizing of 0.1mm natural thread
(Photo 059 shows a thread taken back on itself (through an eyelet) and secured with a seizing). Position this eyelet / rigging
hook, hook up, through the horizontal bulwark eyelet directly beneath the foremost starboard stanchion.
The breech rope should now lead through the forward ring of the ringbolt on the rotating bed, it then passes up and through the
ring of the ringbolt on the carriage. From here it travels over and one revolution around the cannon cascabelu, back over itself
and down the opposite side of the carriage passing through the rings of the ringbolts in the carriage and rotating bed. Position
the second eyelet / rigging hook, hook up (See Plan Sheet 5, ‘Hooking’), through the horizontal bulwark eyelet directly
beneath the second starboard stanchion, again bring the breech rope back on itself and secure with a seizing of 0.1mm natural
thread. Trim any excess thread from the end.
Note: The breech rope should be rigged with some slack, it is not taught.
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The Gun Tackles:
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove four rigging hooks (145) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. Using 0.5mm
natural thread, rig a 5mm double block to each of two rigging hooks. Hook these blocks through the vertical stanchion eyelets
of the foremost and second starboard stanchions.
The second pair of rigging hooks, again using 0.5mm natural thread, should be rigged to 5mm single blocks with the gun
tackle falls of 0.5mm natural thread rigged into the arse at the same time. These blocks should be hooked, hook up, through the
after eyelets, one each side, in the carriage sides. The falls pass forward and down through the inboard hole of the double block
on the stanchion, back and up through the single block, back again and down through the outboard hole of the double block
and leads down to a cheese (see page 25) on deck. This process is repeated for the opposite carriage side.
The Traversing Tackles:
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove four rigging hooks (145) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. Using 0.5mm
natural thread, rig a 5mm double block to each of two rigging hooks. Hook these blocks, hook up, through the horizontal
bulwark eyelet directly beneath the fourth forward stanchion.
The second pair of rigging hooks (145), again using 0.5mm natural thread, should be rigged to 5mm single blocks with the
traversing tackle falls of 0.5mm natural thread rigged into the arse at the same time. These blocks should be hooked, hook up,
through the after eyelets, one each side, in the rotating bed. The falls pass forward and down through the after hole of the
double block on the stanchion, back and up through the single block, back again and down through the forward hole of the
double block and leads down to a cheese (see page 25) on deck. This process is repeated for the opposite side of the traversing
bed.
Photo 049

Photo 050

The Stove
The stove (163), as already positioned onto the lower deck forward platform, should be manoeuvred directly beneath the
locating hole in the forecastle. Using the chimney (164), also painted matt (metal) black, passing through the locating hole and
into the top of the stove, for alignment, glue the base of the stove to the lower deck forward platform, with the stove door
rotated aft to your desired position (Photo 050). The chimney can be either glued into position or left un-glued as a rotating
chimney as on the original boat. (On the original boat, the chimney would be rotated so that its open face would always point
down wind, this prevented smoke being blown back down the chimney filling the deck beneath and choking the fire).

The Deck Fittings
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove six brass etched eyelets (120) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Referring to
Plan Sheet 2, ‘Main Deck Layout, Forecastle Layout & Belaying Points’, drill 1.25mm holes and fit the eyelets into the deck,
with the eyes running fore-and-aft.
Identify and paint matt (metal) black, six white metal cleats (150). Again referring to Plan Sheet 2, ‘Main Deck Layout,
Forecastle Layout & Belaying Points’, pin and glue four cleats to the main deck, running fore-and-aft, as shown and one
centrally to the inboard face of each of the sixth (from the front) stanchions, running vertically.
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The Hull Fittings
Identify, paint matt (metal) black and remove the rowlocks (121) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. The rowlocks should be
bent through 90 degrees at the profiled bend point, such that the profiled slot will be within the completed rowlock as can be
seen on Plan Sheet 3, ‘Rowlocks’. Once shaped, the rowlocks can be fitted one to each of the eight locating holes previously
drilled in the bulwark capping, with dome headed pins, painted matt (metal) black. If care is taken, the pins can be glued in
place while leaving the rowlocks unglued as working, swivelling components (Photo 051 & Photo 052).
Identify and remove the gangway side steps (73) from the 3mm walnut sheet. The steps should be painted dull black and fitted
as shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘External Hull Fittings’.
Note: The steps do not run parallel to the keel, or waterline, but run parallel to the wale against which they fit (Photo 053).
Photo 051

Photo 052

The Channels And Chainplates
The channels are formed from 7x8mm walnut strip. Each channel is 60mm in length and will be orientated such that they are
7mm high and 8mm wide. The ends, together with the lower corner of the outboard and under side surfaces should be gently
rounded as shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘Channel & Deadeye Strop/Chainplate Arrangement’ (Photo 054).
The channel is fitted against the top plank of the wale, bearing in mind the following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The foremost end of the channel, looking athwartships, should be inline with the forward face of the waist hatch
forward head ledge / step.
The lower edge of the channel should be flush against the top edge of the lower 1x10mm wale plank.
The top edge of the channel should be flush against the top edge of the upper 0.5x7mm wale plank. Some slight
shaping of the channel may be required to allow it to be seated correctly.
With the Channel fitted, drill three 0.65mm holes, as shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘Channel & Deadeye
Strop/Chainplate Arrangement’, at a distance of no more than 1.25mm down from the top edge of the channel.

Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the deadeye strops / chainplates (131) from the 0.5mm brass etched sheet. Six
5mm deadeyes will be required to secure into the strops as follows:
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

To the lower end of the chainplate, at the point of the small circular eye, using a pair of long nosed pliers
introduce a bend of approximately 45 degrees. This will allow the eye to sit flush against the hull when
positioned after rigging the shrouds.
As shown on Plan Sheet 3, ‘Fitting of Deadeye Strops / Chainplates’, position a deadeye within the strop.
Gently bend the strop to close it around the deadeye, overlapping the two profiled areas of the brass deadeye
strop / chainplate until the two holes align.
With the two holes aligned, push a dome headed pin through the holes to keep them aligned and push the pin,
together with the deadeye strop / chainplate and deadeye, into the 0.65mm locating hole previously drilled into
the channel.
There is no need for glue at this stage and the deadeye strop / chainplate should be able to ‘swing’ about the dome
headed pin.

Note: The deadeye strops / chainplates have not been glued and the lower end of the chainplate has not been pinned or glued at
this stage. You will find this of benefit as the deadeye can be rotated within the strop to the correct position when rigging the
shroud halliards. Similarly, the lower end of the chainplate will not be pinned and glued into position on the hull until after the
shrouds have been rigged. This way the chainplate will rotate around the upper pin to the correct alignment of the shrouds
when rigged and upon completion, the lower end pinned and glued into place (Photo 054).
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Photo 054

Photo 053

Bowsprit & Mast Assembly
You may find it easier to avoid turning the round dowel into an oval dowel when tapering, by using a David plane, draw knife
or similar as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce the dowel (running with the grain), from a round at the start point of the taper to a square at the end of the
taper.
Repeat this process so that the dowel runs from round at the start of the taper to an eight sided polygon at the end of
the taper.
Repeat step two as desired so that the dowel runs from a round at the start of the taper to a 16 or 32 sided polygon at
the end, of a diameter marginally more than that required.
Using medium sandpaper, followed by fine sandpaper the taper can be gently sanded round along its length.

Bowsprit
Using Plan Sheet 4 for reference, construct the bowsprit to the dimensions shown. The bowsprit is constructed from a 266mm
length of 8mm dowel. The first 60mm of the bowsprit should remain at 8mm, from this point (60mm from the end), the dowel
should be tapered to run from 8mm down to 4mm along its length (206mm).

The Lower Mast
Using Plan Sheet 4 for reference, make up the lower mast to the dimensions given as follows:
The lower mast is made up in three parts (or four, see note below), the lower part is constructed from 10mm dowel cut to a
length of 360mm (or 340mm, see note below).
Mark, in pencil, the points 45mm and 105mm from the base of the lower mast, using a craft knife, plane, saw, file or similar,
shape the dowel to an octagon as shown between these points.
Mark, in pencil, the point 340mm from the base. From the top of the octagonal section (105mm from the base), to this point
(340mm from the base), the mast should remain round and be tapered from 8mm to 6mm along this length.
From the now 6mm diameter point, 340mm from the base, the final 20mm should be tapered from 6mm round to 8mm round
to form the houndsu (or see note below).
Note: The hounds can alternatively be formed from a 20mm length of 8mm dowel, tapering from 8mm round to 6mm round
along its length.
The lower mast head is formed from a 108mm length of 5mm dowel, tapered from 5mm down to 4mm along its length.
Finally, a 12mm length of 4x4mm walnut is used to form the uppermost part of the lower mast head.
The three (or four, see note above) sections of lower mast should be secured to one another by drilling, centrally, 1.5mm holes
into the top and base of the sections as required, and pinning and gluing together with 1.5mm brass wire.
Note: It is vital to realise that the sides of the uppermost 4x4mm walnut section of the lower mast head should run in line with
the sides of the lower octagonal area. Failure to achieve this will result in misalignment of the topgallant mast which, when
shipped, should be directly in front of the lower mast.
A locating rod of 1.5mm wire should be drilled and glued, centrally, into the base of the mast; this will aid the stepping of the
mast as described on page 33.
Identify and remove two stay stop cleats (90) from the 2mm walnut sheet. These should be positioned on the after face of the
mast (as determined by the square and octagonal mast sections). Referring to Plan Sheet 4, the first should be 20mm beneath
the hounds and the second 50mm beneath the hounds.
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The Topgallant Mast
Using Plan Sheet 4 for reference, make up the topgallant mast to the dimensions given as follows:
The topgallant mast is made up in two parts, the lower part is constructed from 4x4mm walnut cut to a length of 12mm. The
upper part is constructed from 4mm dowel cut to a length of 101.5mm. Taper the dowel from 4mm down to 3mm along its
length but remembering to leave 1.5mm, at the top end, at 4mm round to form the mast trucku.
The two sections of topgallant mast should be secured to one another by drilling, centrally, 1.5mm holes into the top and base
of the sections as required, and pinning and gluing together with 1.5mm brass wire.
With the lower and topgallant mast completed, identify and remove two mast caps (74) from the 3mm walnut sheet. Referring
to Plan Sheet 4, the lower cap should be positioned onto the head of the lower mast such that the lower edge of this cap is
flush to the lower edge of the 4x4mm walnut head section. The upper cap should be positioned onto the head of the lower mast
such that the upper edge of this cap is flush to the upper edge of the 4x4mm walnut head section. The upper and lower caps
will therefore be separated by 6mm.
The topgallant mast can now be fitted down into the caps. As a result, the lower cap will be positioned onto the base of the
topgallant mast such that the lower edge of this cap is flush to the lower edge of the 4x4mm walnut section. The upper cap will
be positioned onto the base of the topgallant mast such that the upper edge of this cap is flush to the upper edge of the 4x4mm
walnut section.

The Driver Gaff
Using Plan Sheet 4 for reference, make up the driver gaff to the dimensions given as follows:
The driver gaff is constructed from 4mm dowel cut to a length of 176mm. Taper this dowel along its length from 4mm to
2mm.
Identify and remove the gaff jaws (47) from the 4mm walnut sheet and, using a length of 1.5mm brass wire, pin and glue the
gaff jaws to the driver gaff as shown.
Note: The outboard edges of the gaff jaws should be gently rounded.

Mast, Bowsprit & Driver Gaff Colours
The whole mast should be stained walnut and varnished. The hounds of the mast (the 20mm length of the lower mast which
tapers from 6mm to 8mm), together with the head of the lower mast, the caps and base of the topgallant mast (the area from the
lowermost edge of the lower cap to the uppermost edge of the upper cap) should be painted dull black.
The bowsprit and driver gaff should both be stained walnut and varnished only, no sections are to be painted.

Pre Rigging Preparation
Referring to Plan Sheet 4, rig two 7mm single blocks to the after face of the lower mast (the after face is determined by the
topgallant mast which should be offset directly in front of the lower mast). These 7mm single blocks should be held in strops
of 0.5mm black thread, around the mast head, one should be positioned 4mm beneath the main preventer stay stop cleat
(upper) and the other positioned 7mm beneath the main stay stop cleat (lower). They should be held close against the after face
of the mast.
Again referring to Plan Sheet 4, one copper eyelet (167) should be drilled and fitted into the upper face of the driver gaff jaws.
Photo 055
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The Mast Pivot Assembly
The mast pivot supports (75), as dry fitted earlier, are now required. Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the lower
mast strapping (126) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘The Lower Mast Strap (Looking Aft)’,
and using a 0.65mm drill, drill two holes (one in each mast pivot support) into the forward face of the pivots at a height of
5mm up from their lower edge (the edge that will sit down onto the lower deck forward platform planking). Pass a dome
headed pin, painted matt (metal) black, through the hole in one end of the lower mast strapping, ensuring that the ‘hook’ in the
opposite end is orientated downward. Glue this pin into the 0.65mm hole of one of the pivot supports, taking care not to glue
the strap.
Note: It is critical that the strap is left free to rotate.
A second dome headed pin, painted matt (metal) black, should be glued into position in the 0.65mm hole of the opposite mast
pivot support, noting that the head should not be driven in tight but should protrude sufficiently to allow the lower mast strap
to rotate and hook onto it.
The mast pivot supports can now be re dry fitted into their locating holes in the lower deck forward platform.
Note: Do not glue the mast pivot supports in place at this stage.
Note: The lower mast support strap should be ‘closed’ at this stage, but not glued. It should also be orientated so that it can be
swung upward to allow lowering of the mast (Photo 055).
Referring to the mast pivot drawings on Plan Sheet 3, the mast can now be dry fitted taking account of the following points:
1.
2.

The forward face of the mast will sit flush against the after face of the waist hatch forward head ledge / step (36).
The after face of the mast will sit flush against the forward face of the bulkhead 4 cover (96).

Note: With points 1 and 2 achieved, this will introduce the required rakeu of the mast.
3.
4.

The lower end of the mast (its foot) will sit against the lower deck forward platform planking, between the mast
pivot supports and remain within the lower mast strapping.
Gently apply pressure onto the mast to mark the position of the 1mm locating rod onto the planking.

The mast and mast pivot supports should now be removed and, using a pin vice / Archimedes drill, a 1mm hole should be
drilled into the lower deck forward platform to accommodate the mast locating rod. This rod is used purely to hold the mast
securely in place for the benefit of rigging this model, in reality this rod would not have been present.
5.
6.

The mast pivot supports and mast should now be re dry fitted onto the model.
With the mast correctly positioned the point of the mast pivot, as denoted by the semi-circular notches in the top
face of the pivot supports, should be noted onto the mast sides with pencil.

Note: The mast should be orientated such that the topgallant mast is stepped directly forward of the lower mast.
7.
8.

The mast, together with the pivot support should now be removed.
Using a 2mm drill, drill a hole through the mast at this location. Great care should be taken to ensure that the hole
is drilled squarely and horizontally athwartships.

Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the mast pivot straps (128) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. Cut a length of
2mm dowel approximately 20mm long to form the mast pivot. This dowel should be painted matt (metal) black and will need
to be glued in place through the mast pivot hole previously drilled, with the ends trimmed to be flush to the outboard surfaces
of the mast pivot supports when in place. Position the mast and pivot onto the pivot supports and shape the brass pivot straps
around the pivot, when you are happy with their fit they should be secured in place with dome head pins, painted matt (metal)
black. As usual, a 0.65mm hole should be drilled into the pivot supports to accept the dome head pins without splitting.
The mast and mast pivot support assembly as a whole can now be pinned and glued into position on the boat.
Identify, paint matt (metal) black, and remove the upper mast strapping (127) from the 0.9mm brass etched sheet. This
strapping has been profiled toward each outer end and, once bent and shaped, this profiling should be orientated with the
removed material to be seated against the after face of the waist hatch forward head ledge / step. Bearing this in mind, the strap
should be bent to fit around the octagonal section of the mast, at a position directly above the 2x3mm walnut strip rebate on the
waist hatch opening. Finally, the ends should be bent through 90 degrees to sit flush against the after face of the waist hatch
forward head ledge / step where it should be pinned, with dome head pins, and glued. Care should be taken when drilling the
0.65mm holes for these pins, not to drill through the forward face of the waist hatch forward head ledge / step (Photo 056).
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Photo 058

Photo 057

The Mast Carlings
Identify and remove the mast carlings (72) from the 3mm walnut sheet. The carlings are to be positioned tight against the after
face of the waist forward head ledge / step, tight against the underside of the 2x3mm walnut strip rebate and run aft flush past
the sides of the mast parallel to one another and terminate flush against the lower deck planking. When you are satisfied with
the fit of the carlings they can be glued into place (Photo 057 & Photo 058).

The Rigging
Note: All b numbers in these rigging instructions refer to belaying pointsu as described. All of these points can be found on
Plan Sheet 2, ‘Main Deck Layout, Forecastle Layout & Belaying Points’.
The rigging plans have been drawn following extensive research, contemporary and modern. We would recommend that you
follow these drawings exactly unless you are converting the model to a different time period.
Note: Never use super glue on the rigging unless specifically stated in the instructions. Brushed on watered down PVA should
be used for the majority of the knots. Super glue can be applied to the end of the rigging to aid threading through the blocks.
Note: Upon completion of each set of rigging, it is recommended that watered down PVA be brushed over all thread, knots
and blocks.
Mast Shrouds:
When setting up the shrouds, a formal sequence must be adhered to. Forward starboard, forward port alternating, as shown on
Plan Sheet 5, ‘General Rigging Sequence at Mast Hounds’. The shrouds are from 1.5mm black thread, as shown on Plan
Sheet 5, with 5mm deadeyes. Roughly measure out the length of the first pair of starboard shrouds and seize a 5mm deadeye
into one end. The upper deadeyes, in the ends of the shrouds, and the lower deadeyes, on the channel in the deadeye strops /
chainplates, need to be correctly and uniformly spaced. The spacing for these deadeyes should be 35mm. Referring to Plan
Sheet 5, ‘Rigging Detail’, a small jig can be made as follows, cut two lengths of 1mm wire approximately 55mm long, bend
10mm from each end to an angle of 90 degrees. This should leave 35mm between each end. One end of the jig can be slotted
into the middle, lower, hole of the lower deadeye with the other end into the middle, upper, hole of the shroud deadeye. Thread
the loose end of the first starboard shroud up around the front of the main mast hounds, around the back of the mast and back
down (starboard) to the second deadeye. Insert a loose deadeye into the second spacing jig with the other end of the jig in the
corresponding deadeye on the channel. The loose end of the shroud should then be wrapped around the deadeye and secured
with a seizing 0.25mm black thread. Seize the pair of shrouds together near the hounds, with a simple clove hitch, using
0.25mm black thread and then push the knot up to the hounds. Rig the lanyardsu (cable laidu) to the deadeyes using 0.5mm
natural thread as shown on Plan Sheet 5, ‘Rigging Detail’. Repeat this procedure, port side, for the first and second port
shrouds. The third starboard shroud is now set up in the same manner but the aftermost ‘leg’ which would normally form a
fourth shroud should be trimmed 8mm beneath the clove hitch at the shrouds and held tight to the third shroud with a seizing of
0.25mm black thread. Repeat this process for the third port shroud.
Note: The seizing applied to the third shrouds, close to the hounds, are intended to represent eye splicesu.
Note: With the shrouds rigged, the lower ends of the chainplates can be secured to the hull with dome head pins, painted matt
(metal) black, such that the chainplate follows the line of the shroud.
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Ratlines:
This stage will require a considerable amount of time and patience but the end result will be its own reward.
0.25mm black thread is used for the ratlines and is secured to each shroud with a clove hitch as shown on Plan Sheet 5,
‘Rigging Detail’. They should be uniformly spaced approximately 10mm apart, and the first should be positioned
approximately 7mm above the shroud deadeyes. Leave about 15mm of excess thread at each end of each row of ratlines; this
will make the process of trimming the ends much easier. Upon completion you should have approximately 24 rows of ratlines
each side, with the uppermost ratline positioned approximately 40mm below the hounds.
When all the ratlines are finally ‘rattled’, apply a coating of watered down PVA to seal. When the glue has dried it may be
necessary to pull the ends of the ratlines to bring the shrouds back to shape as a slight shrinking may have occurred as the glue
dried. Finally cut off the excess thread with a small sharp pair of scissors.
Bowsprit:
The bowsprit can now be shipped. The bowsprit is held in position by the 0.9mm brass etched bowsprit to stem strap (144), the
bowsprit support strap and support stanchion (143 & 130), all to be painted matt (metal) black.
Begin by shaping the bowsprit support strap around the inboard end of the bowsprit. As shown on Plan Sheet 4, it will be
necessary to reduce the diameter of the first 4mm, inboard end of the bowsprit, to enable the strap to fully circumvent the
bowsprit thus aligning the two square holes in the profiled ends. The forward face of the strap will therefore be positioned
approximately 4mm from the inboard face of the bowsprit. With the bowsprit support strap correctly shaped it should be glued
into position on the bowsprit noting that the aligned holes will denote the underside of the bowsprit. A 1.25mm hole should
now be drilled up 4mm into the bowsprit, through the hole in the support strap.
Referring to Plan Sheet 3, ‘Shipping the Bowsprit’, drill a 1.25mm hole down into the forecastle, centrally, positioned
approximately 5mm behind the point at which the walnut stem meets the deck planking. Dry fit the bowsprit support stanchion
into this hole and dry fit the bowsprit to the model with the support stanchion passing up into the bowsprit through the support
strap, it will be necessary to trim the uppermost edge of the support stanchion until the bowsprit can rest flush onto the walnut
stem. When you are happy with the fit, the stanchion upper and lower ends, together with the bowsprit can be permanently
fitted.
The bowsprit to stem strap can now be shaped around the bowsprit and stem, positioned approximately 5mm behind the
foremost edge of the stem. The profiled areas of the bowsprit to stem strap should face inboard and denote the bending point of
the strap running from the bowsprit to the stem. Secure the strap into position and using a 0.65mm drill, drill a short depth hole
into each side of the stem, through the hole in each end of the strap. Trim to an appropriate length, paint matt (metal) black and
secure a dome head pin into each of these holes.
The Main Stay:
Using Plan Sheet 3, ‘Bowsprit Bolster’ for reference, before the main stay can be rigged, a bolster of 2x3mm walnut must be
fitted each side of the stem and three 1mm holes drilled athwartships through the stem, directly beneath these bolsters.
Cut two 22mm lengths of 2x3mm walnut to form the bolsters. These bolsters will be fitted to the stem, flush underneath the
bowsprit orientated 2mm wide by 3mm high and the foremost end of the bolsters should be located 10mm back from the
foremost edge of the stem. In a similar manner to the channels, the foremost and aftermost ends of the bolsters together with
the lower outboard edge of the bolsters should be gently rounded.
With the bolsters fitted, three 1mm holes should be drilled athwartships through the stem, directly beneath the bolsters, as
shown. The first hole should be 5mm from the foremost edge of the bolster, the second 10mm from the foremost edge of the
bolster and the third 15mm from the foremost edge of the bolster.
The main stay is of 1.8mm black thread and requires an eye and mouse as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seize a loop at the end of the stay large enough for the stay to run through it. This loop is called an eye.
Using 0.25mm black thread, wrap the thread around the stay at a distance of 70mm from the eye and create a bump
large enough to simulate a mouse and prevent the eye from passing over it Plan Sheet 5, ‘Eye & Mouse Setup’.
Thread the eye end of the stay up around the mast from the port side around the mast and back down starboard side,
at the position of the main stay stop cleat (lower) upon which it will rest.
Lead the running end of the stay through the eye until it is held by the mouse.

A 7mm deadeye should be seized into the lower end of the stay, with a seizing of 0.25mm black thread, at a distance of
approximately 45mm above the bowsprit as shown on Plan Sheet 5. It should also be orientated as shown. A lanyard of 0.5mm
natural should now be set up in the same manner as the shroud lanyards, running between the 7mm deadeye and the holes
through the stem, beneath the bolster. This lanyard begins at the lower, foremost hole of the deadeye threaded from port to
starboard, passing down to the foremost hole in the stem etc. After passing through the aftermost hole in the stem, it passes up
and belays around the main stay itself, directly above the deadeye seizing.
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The Main Preventer Stay:
The main preventer stay is of 1.8mm black thread. As with the main stay, an eye and mouse should be set up, 70mm apart. The
eye end of the main preventer stay should pass up around the mast from the port side around the mast and back down
starboard side, at the position of the main preventer stay stop cleat (upper) upon which it will rest. Lead the running end of the
stay through the eye and a 7mm deadeye should be seized into the lower end at a distance of approximately 45mm above the
bowsprit as shown on Plan Sheet 5, it should also be orientated as shown.
Note: The deadeye should be positioned such that it is level with the deadeye of the main stay.
Again, a lanyard of 0.5mm natural thread should be set up to a deadeye, held in a strop of 1mm black thread, lashed around the
bowsprit and positioned directly in front of the foremost edge of the stem; this deadeye should also be held close to the
bowsprit as shown on Plan Sheet 5 and orientated as shown. The lanyard should be set up exactly as a starboard shroud.
The Topmast Stay:
The topmast stay is of 1.5mm black thread. Thread one end of the stay up, port side around the back of the topgallant mast,
over the top of the lower mast cap against which it will rest, and back down starboard side. This end should be seized onto
itself with 0.25mm black thread for a distance of approximately 8mm below the mast cap. The opposite end of the topmast stay
passes down, port side, under the bowsprit and back up, starboard side, and seized onto itself with 0.25mm black thread for a
distance of approximately 8mm from the bowsprit. This lower end should be positioned approximately 5mm from the foremost
end of the bowsprit.
Note: The seizings applied to the upper and lower ends of the topmast stay are intended to represent eye splices (Photo 059
shows a thread taken back on itself (through an eyelet) and secured with a seizing).
The Bowsprit Bobstays:
The bowsprit bobstays are of 1mm black thread. A pair of 5mm deadeyes should be held in strops of 0.5mm black thread,
positioned directly aft of the topmast stay on the bowsprit. The strops should be approximately 5mm long, that is to say the
deadeyes are held approximately 5mm from the bowsprit. Cut a length of 1mm black thread approximately 600mm long. Seize
a 5mm deadeye into one end of the thread and pass the opposite end through the hole in the stem. Bring the two ends of the
thread forward toward the outermost end of the bowsprit and seize another 5mm deadeye into the opposite end of the bobstay
such that the deadeyes are held approximately 18mm from the deadeyes held in strops at the end of the bowsprit (a jig can be
fashioned in the same manner as that used for the shroud deadeyes on page 34).
Lanyards of 0.5mm natural thread should now be set up between the pairs of deadeyes, the standing end into the forward
deadeyes (those held in strops in the end of the bowsprit) and the running end secured to the bobstays. The Bobstays should
now be brought together with a seizing of 0.25mm black thread just in front of the walnut stem (Photo 060).
The Running Backstays:
(Photo 061) The running backstays are of 1.5mm black thread. The standing ends are set up in the same way as the third
shrouds, starboard then port, positioned directly above the third shrouds, around the lower mast head and hounds. The ‘leg’ of
each running backstay should have a 7mm single block seized into their ends at a distance of 180mm from the hounds.
Cut two (one per side) 300mm lengths of 1mm natural thread. Using 0.1mm natural thread, seize a 5mm single block into one
end of the 1mm natural thread, with falls of 0.5mm natural thread tied into the arse at the same time. The now running end of
the 1mm natural thread should be passed up and through the 7mm single block, in the end of the backstay, running from foreto-aft. Pass this end down to deck and secure it to the brass etched eyelet in the deck again using a seizing of 0.1mm natural
thread, positioned behind the gangway, such that the 5mm single block in the opposite end is held 70mm above the deck. A
5mm single block should be held in a strop of 0.75mm black thread, the opposite end of which should be rigged, with a rigging
hook (145, painted matt (metal) black) to the brass etched eyelet in the deck in front of the gangway, such that the block is held
40mm off the deck. The falls can now be set up between this block and that held in the 1mm natural thread with the running
end belayed to the cleat in front of the gangway b1, from this cleat the running end should lead to a cheese on the deck (see
page 25).
Photo 059
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Photo 060
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The Driver Gaff
The Throat Halyard and Parrels:
Using 0.5mm black thread, a 5mm single block should be seized to the copper eyelet (167) in the upper face of the gaff jaws,
the falls of 0.5mm natural thread should be secured into the arse of this block at the same time. A 5mm double block should
now be held in a short pendant of 0.5mm black thread, positioned around the mast head, directly above the backstays. The
pendant should be of a sufficient length to allow the block to hang directly below the hounds. The driver gaff should be
positioned against the after face of the mast such that it is positioned 85mm below the hounds, in order to achieve the correct
angle for the gaff it will be necessary to bevel the jaws to sit flush against the mast.
The parrels are set up using 8 parrel beads (171) and 0.75mm black thread. Referring to Plan Sheet 5, ‘Method of Seizing
‘Jaws’ to Masts’, drill a 1mm hole through the jaws as shown and pass the thread through, securing one end against the jaws
with a knot. Load the parrel with 8 parrel beads and pass the opposite end around the front of the mast and through the opposite
hole through the jaws again securing with a knot.
The throat halyard falls can now be set up between the single block on the jaws and the double block held in a pendant around
the mast head. The falls run up, through the port hole, from aft-to-fore, in the double block, down and through the single
block, from fore-to-aft, back up and through the starboard hole of the double block, aft-to-fore, from here it travels directly
down, starboard side, to the cleat positioned on the starboard, sixth (from the front), stanchion where it is belayed b2, a coilu
of rope can be made up and fitted over this cleat to simulate the extra rope required for lowering the driver gaff throat.
The Vang Pendants:
The vang pendants are of 0.5mm black thread. Cut a 550mm length of 0.5mm black thread, using a clove hitch, secure the
centre point of this thread around the end of the driver gaff, approximately 5mm from the end of the driver gaff. Into each end
of the vang pendants should be seized two (one per side) 5mm single blocks such that they are held 220mm from the driver
gaff, the falls of 0.25mm natural thread should be secured into the arse of these blocks at the same time. Referring to Plan
Sheet 5, 5mm single blocks (one per side) should be held in strops of 0.25mm black thread, the opposite ends of which should
be rigged, with rigging hooks (145, painted matt (metal) black) to the brass etched eyelets (120) in the deck, such that the
blocks are held 45mm off the deck. The falls can now be set up and are belayed to the deck cleats (one per side) in front of the
brass etched eyelets (120) in the deck b3, from this cleat the running end should lead to a cheese on the deck (see page 25).
The Topping Lift:
Identify and remove the pre cut topping lift block (49) from the 4mm walnut sheet. Referring to Plan Sheet 5, ‘Topping Lift
Block’ drill two 1.25mm holes (one in each end) as shown, if desired, a recessed groove, ‘swallow’, can also be filed around
the edges of this block in which the rigging thread will lie.
Referring to Plan Sheet 5, cut a 170mm length of 1mm natural thread and secure one end to the driver gaff with a seizing of
0.1mm natural thread, positioned 50mm from the end of the driver gaff. The now running end of this thread should be passed
through the topping lift block and back to the driver gaff where it should be secured with another seizing of 0.1mm natural
thread, positioned 90mm from the end of the driver gaff; the topping lift block is held approximately 55mm from the gaff.
The topping lift is of 1mm natural thread. Two 7mm single blocks should be held in strops of 0.5mm black thread, if not fitted
during the pre rigging preparation stage, on page 32, it should be done now as follows: one should be positioned 4mm beneath
the main preventer stay stop cleat (upper) and the other positioned 7mm beneath the main stay stop cleat (lower). They should
be held close against the after face of the mast. The standing end of the topping lift should be secured to the driver gaff, with a
seizing of 0.1mm natural thread, positioned 25mm from the end of the driver gaff. The running end passes forward and through
the 7mm single block positioned at the main preventer stay stop cleat (upper), back and through the topping lift block, forward
again and through the 7mm single block positioned at the main stay stop cleat (lower). From here the running end travels
directly down, port side, to the cleat positioned on the port, sixth (from the front), stanchion where it is belayed b4, a coil of
rope can be made up and fitted over this cleat to simulate the extra rope required for lowering the driver gaff.
Photo 061

Photo 062
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The Kedge Anchor
Identify the kedge anchor (151) and kedge anchor palmsu (152), the palms should be glued into position on the anchor armsu
(Photo 062). The iron anchor stocku is made from 1.5mm brass wire. Cut a length of wire 60mm long and, using a pair of long
nose pliers, bend the rod through 90 degrees 5mm from one end. Drill a 1.75mm hole through the anchor squareu, 8mm down
from the end. A second hole of 1.25mm should also be drilled through the anchor square, 3mm down from the end.
Note: Both of these holes should be drilled through the anchor square at right angles to the anchor arms.
The iron anchor stock can now be passed through the lower hole (1.75mm), long end first, until the end protrudes by 26mm,
and glue into position ensuring that the short angled end points downward toward the anchor crownu. Identify two 3mm
cannon balls (166), these will form the iron anchor stock end balls and should be glued, one to each end of the iron anchor
stock.
The anchor ring is made from 1mm brass wire. Cut a suitable length of wire and form it into a ring by bending it around an
8mm diameter dowel. Re-open the ring sufficiently to pass through the upper hole (1.25mm) in the anchor square and close
again in position.
When you are happy with the assembly, the whole anchor, iron stock and ring should be painted matt (metal) black (Photo
062).
The Anchor Cable:
The anchor cable is of 1.5mm natural thread.
Note: To prevent the thread from ‘unwinding’, a whippingu of 0.1mm natural thread should be applied close at each end of the
thread.
Cut a suitable length of thread and rig one end through the anchor ring, ideally an inside clinch should be formed but if
preferred, simply passing the end through the ring, bringing it back on itself and securing with a pair of seizings of 0.25mm
natural thread can be used to represent an eye splice.
The opposite end of the anchor cable is belayed, in a figure of eight, around a pair of forward stanchions.

The Finishing Touches
Oars:
Referring to Plan Sheet 4, make up ten oars to the dimensions shown, the following points should be noted:
1.
2.

When drilling into each end of the 5x5mm walnut loom, to accept the 2mm dowel handle and 3mm dowel shaft,
it is important that the holes are drilled centrally and that both the handle and shaft remain inline.
When glued into position, the oar blade (89) should be on the same plane as the ‘square’ loom sides.

Upon completion, the shaft and blade should be painted matt white. The tips of the blades should be painted copper, to
simulate the protective copper sheath (Photo 063).
Upon completion, the oars can be stowed, running fore-and-aft, down the waist.
Note: There are only 8 rowlocks on William; two extra oars have been provided as spares.
Gunnery Equipment:
(Photo 064 shows the gunnery equipment. From left to right: 24pdr solid ladle, 24pdr solid rammer, 12pdr double ended rope
rammer and sponge, 24pdr double ended rope rammer and sponge, 12pdr double ended rope rammer and sponge, 24pdr solid
sponge, 24pdr solid worm.)
Referring to Plan Sheet 4, ‘Gun Equipment Identification’, identify the rammers, sponges and ladle (153 – 157). The
rammers and ladle should each be painted matt (metal) black, while the sponges should be painted matt white.
One of each of the 24pdr rammers and sponges, together with both pairs of 12pdr rammers and sponges will form double
ended rope implements. One 24pdr double ended rope rammer/sponge should be constructed as follows:
1.
2.

Cut a 100mm length of 1.8mm natural thread.
After painting the 24pdr rammer and sponge, glue the rammer to one end of the 1.8mm natural thread, and the sponge
to the opposite end.

Note: Regardless of whether you use PVA or super glue, it should be used sparingly to ensure the rope remains fully flexible.
A pair of 12pdr rope rammers/sponges, should be constructed in the same manner as that used for the 24pdr, however, they
should be formed from 45mm lengths of 1.5mm natural thread.
Note: A rammer should be positioned on one end of each rope with a sponge on the opposite end.
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The remaining 24pdr rammer, sponge and ladle, will be used to form solid wooden implements (each single ended) as follows:
1.
2.

Cut three 100mm lengths of 2mm dowel, stained walnut.
After painting, glue the rammer, sponge and ladle, one to each of the three 2mm dowel rods.

A worm, formed from 0.75mm brass wire should be formed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut a 100mm length of 2mm dowel, stained walnut.
Into one end of this dowel, drill a short 0.65mm hole.
Bend a suitable length of 0.75mm wire around a scrap piece of 2mm dowel in order to form it into a coil, similar
in shape to a spring.
Remove the coiled wire from the 2mm dowel and gently form one end into a point, positioned at the centreline of
the coil.
To the opposite end, glue the dome end of a dome headed pin, again positioned at the centreline of the coil and
with the point running away from the coil.
Trim the pin back to fit the 0.65mm hole drilled in step 2 above, paint the coil and pin matt (metal) black and
glue the pin into the hole in the end of the 100mm length of 2mm dowel.

Buckets:
Identify the three cast bronze buckets (162), remove the ‘feed sprue’ and file clean. Paint the buckets wood (walnut) brown and
pick out the ‘iron banding’ with matt (metal) black.
Using a 0.65mm drill, drill a hole, centrally, through each of the handle tabs – you should notice an indentation on the tabs
through which to drill. The handle is made from a suitable length of 0.5mm natural thread, passed through the handle tab holes
and secured either with superglue or with a knot.
One bucket should be positioned close by at each of the carronades and the cannon.
Photo 063

Photo 064

Store Barrels:
Identify the large 22mm barrel (175), two of the medium 17mm barrels (176) and the two small 14mm barrels (177) and paint
the ‘iron banding’ matt (metal) black on each of them. It is recommended that the large 22mm barrel be stored on the lower
deck forward platform close by the stove as this would have contained fresh water. The three remaining barrels can be
positioned around the model, or near to any open scuttle.
Gunpowder Barrels:
Identify the remaining two medium 17mm barrels (176) and paint the banding copper, copper bands were used on gunpowder
barrels to reduce the risk of sparks. The gunpowder barrels should ideally be positioned close by the magazine room.
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Cannon Ball Pyramids:
Identify and paint brass the 24pdr cannon ball monkey (106). A pyramid of thirty five 4mm cannon balls (165) should be
constructed using cyano (sparingly) (Photo 065). Dab one cannon ball at a time and position into the locating hole on the
monkey. With the first triangular layer of 5x5 balls glued in place the next triangular layer of 4x4 balls should be glued onto
the first layer, these balls will sit into the recesses formed by the first layer. The subsequent triangular layers of 3x3, 2x2 and
finally 1 should be built up in the same manner.
Identify and paint brass the two 12pdr cannon ball monkeys (107). A pyramid of twenty 3mm cannon balls (166) should be
constructed onto each monkey using cyano (sparingly) (Photo 066). Dab one cannon ball at a time and position into the
locating hole on the monkey. With the first triangular layer of 4x4 balls glued in place the next triangular layer of 3x3 balls
should be glued onto the first layer, these balls will sit into the recesses formed by the first layer. The subsequent triangular
layers of 2x2 and finally 1 should be built up in the same manner.
Photo 065
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Photo 066
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